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27 issue
¢ page 10—Rob Amerman’s
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20 issue
* page 27—Professor
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Y Due to our publication time on Tuesday, Nov. 2, The
Lumberjack cannot report any election results in this week’s
issue. See thejack.org for election coverage on Wednesday.
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A chalk-written promotion for “Getting Funky with the Vote,” an event to
encourage student voting, hosted by Associated Students on the quad.
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Engineers without Borders
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Reporting on race
The Lumberjack asked local newspaper editors to discuss how they cover race and ethnicity issues in Humboldt

*;

4

Charles

Winkler,

editor

tne
cane AIIM

baz

The Jack: What are some barriers journalists face when covering race and eth-

The ’Jack: What are some barriers journalists face when covering race and eth-

The "Jack: What are some barriers journalists face when covering race and eth-

nicity issues?

nalists face when covering race and eth-

nicity issues?

nicity issues?

nicity issues?

Winkler:

eee

i

Non-whites in the newsreem: 0

“Humboldt

County

has al-

ways been a non-minority county. But the

minorities we do have here are low profile—under the radar. To break into those
communities takes time and trust and dedication on both parts.”
The "Jack: Do you think minority coverage is reserved for special events, or has
there been more sustained coverage?

eR
Seem ae

editor

4

Emily Gurnon, editor
The North Coast Journal
Non-whites in the newsroom: 0

The Eureka Times-Standard
Non-whites in the newsreom: 0

Winkler: “We've made more attempts
over the years (since Winkler joined the
Times-Standard in 1988). [Minority coverSo LTE
E
ee

Kevin Hoover,
The Arcata Eye

Photos by Cat Sieh

Cat Sieh * Campus Editor

age] is more frequent now than it has been
in the past. But you can always do more.”
The "Jack: What are some skills journalists can master to report fairly and accurately on immigrant communities?
Winkler: “Well, language would be an
obvious one. A basic curiosity about other
cultures and a willingness to go out there,
and again, diligence and goodwill on both

sides.”
The "Jack: Why do you think there are
so few minorities in newsrooms today?
Winkler: “It would be nice if all the

tural event and that will be only a cursory
glance at the culture as a whole.
“Also...not all reporters have enough experience to write thoughtful, accurate material regarding race.”

The "Jack: Do you think minority coverage is reserved for special events, or has
there been more sustained coverage?

The ’Jack: Do you think minority coverage is reserved for special events, or has
there been more sustained coverage?

The ‘Jack: Do you think minority coverage is reserved for special events, or has
there been more sustained coverage?

Hoover: “We don't serve the Latino
community at all. They have El Heraldo,
but why should they be stuck with that?
“When any kind of minority is oppressed or dealt with unfairly, I want to be
all over it.”

Gurnon: “When you have a very homogeneous area where most people are
white, we kind of get away with not dealing with race as much as we could. I think
it is event or crime oriented. Certainly the
Journal is guilty of that, too... It’s such a
small staff that we become reactive rather
than proactive.”
“(We need to make] a very concerted

Egan: “The only sustained coverage is
the coverage of events, and that’s not really
a deep aspect of a culture to cover.”

The "Jack: What are some skills journalists can master to report fairly and accurately on immigrant communities?
Hoover: “We try to celebrate minorities
of all kinds. You just keep asking yourself,
‘Am I doing right by these people? Have I
done enough outreach?”
The ’Jack: Why do you think there are
so few minorities in newsrooms today?

The ’Jack: How could the Arcata Eye do
better?

Winkler: “We need to keep looking at

Hoover: “Being open to anyone. Welcoming anyone with a perspective who can
produce.”

igent coverage, almost overt coverage of

cultural events would pay off”

The ’Jack: What are some barriers jour-

looking for a news story...you'll cover a cul-

The *Jack: How could the Times-Standard do better?

roads and we need to do more. I think dil-

Non-whites in the newsroem: 5

ple who work their beats the best talk to as
many people as possible. Go to places you
wouldn't normally hang out. That makes
us uncomfortable so we don't do it...[gnorance is probably the biggest barrier.”

money in a larger urban area.”

[minority issues]. We've made some in-

The HSU Lumberjack

reporters. A part of it is just our laziness.
(Reporters need to) just get out. The peo-

Hoover: “I’m hard pressed to tell you.
It's like why are there so few female mathematicians?...1 don’t care about people's ethnicity. Just do your job.”

few and far between [and] can make more

editor

Hoover: “I’m a white guy, what do |
know? (Laughs) Well, overcoming our innate biases, of course. I’m the first person
to say there's no such thing as objectivity. |
don't think that much about race. We try to
be colorblind. I know I’m riddled with bias.
Like most liberal white people I try to overcompensate.”

newsrooms in the area were a perfect reflection of the demographics of their population. Quality minority applicants are

James Egan,

Gurnon: “Not having enough minority

effort to speak with minority sources, es-

pecially in stories that had nothing to do
with race.”
The "Jack: What are some skills journalists can master to report fairly and accurately on immigrant communities?
Gurnon: “We can't be afraid to ask questions. The best solution to that is practice.
Finding the right sources is really the key.
You really have to be willing to go into a
different community—to be in their space
instead of your space. Also, some of these
things are really complex issues. Do not be
afraid of asking what you think might be
really stupid questions.”
Gurnon said she couldn't explain why
newsrooms are predominantly white. She
had answered the final question in her previous responses.

Egan: “The biggest barrier is that it’s
hard to do it in a sensitive way when you're

The ‘Jack: What are some skills journalists can master to report fairly and accurately on immigrant communities?

Egan: “The best tools you can be
equipped with are exposure and proximity
to the group of people you're reporting on.
The best skills would come from a class that
would teach you how to report on minorities, which we don't have here at HSU.”
The Jack: Why do you think there are
so few minorities in newsrooms today?
Egan: “In Humboldt it’s because the
area traditionally hasn't been that ethnically diverse. Across the country it probably has to do with discrimination in hiring
practices.”
The ’Jack: How could The Lumberjack
do better?
Egan: “The best way to improve upon
that is to diversify your staff. People don't
realize that we're not omnipotent.
We

spend a good amount of our time in the office. So we rely on people talking to us to
get an idea of what to cover.”
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Peo| ple are aware
that there are
racial issues

_ think

en- and diversi
:

ce

-_

but
on campus. countered any problems, I’m tyits issues,
not realThe follow- sure they are there, and can ly out in the
ing is a list of
some of their P€ improved through [the open. People

dont
__really talk about

Dialogue on Race.]”

responses:
Jenny

it. Ignorance

Quigley, 20, is
a music

Montrell Anthony
22-year-old physical education major

ma-

jor and classifies her racial identity as American-Samoan. Quigley said, “For
such a diverse campus, there are
a lot of white people who are not
aware of all the different cultures
that are represented on campus
cultures’]

voices

are

African-Italian.
“| think that there needs to
be more unification of the races,
Simmons said, “People need to do
this all the time, not just at a dedicated time. People need to take
time to know each other and each
other’s cultures.”
Bobby Amirkhan, 18, is a zoology major and identifies him-

ce [neacne show

WE. POUR!

event

Lorenza Simmons, 19, is a music major and identifies herself as

we

yh

to

and

a very segregated feeling.”

EE OL

Vue

said, “We try

in other ways on campus. There is
LLLP LA

thought
at
all”
Tue Vue,
22, is a fisheries _biology major and
describes
himself
as
Southeast
Asian.

not heard in The Lumberjack and
ee

believe in any

As a prequel to the
Dialogue on
Race,
The
Lumberjack
asked
_stu-

...[different

ee

self as Latin, Middle Eastern and
Native American. Amirkhan said
that if any race issues exist on
campus, the main problems are
that people are “just being closeminded and not giving anything
outside of what they personally

over.

and ethnicity JUSt because

17 pee

NEL

Humboldt State University’s
seventh annual Dialogue on Race
may be only 10 days long, but the
event's organizers intend for the
gateways
of
communication to remain
open
long after the
last event is

rounding race
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the

Staff writer
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issues
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they

Mike
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The Campus Dialogue on Race
kicks off, HSU students weigh in

dents

- llpm

eben

18

brings _ out
racial issues.”

Vue went on

to say, “I don’t feel like I’m any
different from anybody. I notice
when | am the only minority in
class, but it doesn’t bother me.”
Jennifer Bisio, 30, is an English
major and said she is white. Bisio
said, “It seems like certain groups
of people keep with each other...
I sometimes feel like I don’t know
the right way to talk about race,
and that is uncomfortable.”
Angelique Jackson, 36, is a
nursing

major,

who

identified

herself as American.
“There is not enough diversity
[at HSU]...black students are not

taken seriously and their voices
are ignored,’ Jackson said.
Maria Carbajal, 21, is a liberal
studies elementary education ma-

See TALK, next. page .
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TALK: Student
concerns about
race on campus

nye En

jor and described herself as Mexican. Carbajal said, “The main issue is just
under rep-

orm

continued from previous page

resentation.

Anthony said, “I haven't had
any problems, but there is a need
for the Dialogue on Race. Just because I haven't encountered any
problems, I’m sure they are there,
and can be improved through this
event.”
Robert Robinson, 32, is a Kinesiology graduate student working
on a second
bachelor’s
in

degree

Not only in

philosophy.

students, but
in staff and

Robinson
objected to

faculty also.
The number

being asked
to classify

_minor-

his race, and

of

that

ity students

said

increasis
ing, but the

was,
this
in part, the

number

problem.

of

Rebecca Elston

said the feel-

ing of bej
ing
unwel-

“A black kid needs to see a
black teacher around some-

straight-

where.

»

come is “not

aaaggeaye'
eac
rom
shee”
Rob
Rob-

other,

inson said.

sue on this campus. It is very com-

segregate

He even-

foreword,

Robert Robinson

not because

years ago. Hughes said it is the responsibility of the university to
prepare people to function in a
multi-cultural world, and the first
step in doing this is to talk to one
another. “We have a responsibility to create an environment that
of people from a range of cultural
backgrounds,” Hughes said.
Mike Kitteredge, resident life
coordinator, is on the planning
committee for the Dialogue on
Race. Kitteredge said, “One of the
biggest issues is that many people
believe that there is not a race is-

are all these
different
ways _— for
to
people

ity staff and
_is
faculty
decreasing.”
Carbajal

on Race since its inception seven

is welcoming to a diverse group

There

minor-

ulty for minority students to feel
comfortable. A black kid from
L.A. needs to see a black teacher around somewhere.” Robinson warned students about falling
into the trap of victimhood. “Because of the deficiency of minority staff and faculty, it’s easy for minorities to take a victim mentality
instead of taking charge of their
own educations,” he said.
Director of Student Life and
the Career Center Rees Hughes
has been involved in the Dialogue

“2!/y

scribed

de

his

of anything
32-year-old kinesiology graduate student
origins
as
the teacher
“American-St. Louisin.”” Robintries to do, but in class when there
son said that on campus, “There
are no other students of color...it
is not enough minority represencan make you not want to speak
tation in administrators and facup in class because of the way
you'll be received. There's no one
there backing you up.”
Montrell Anthony, 22, is a
physical education major and describes himself as African American.

mon for people’ to be lured into a
false sense that everything is OK
by the idea that that's how it was
in the past, not how it is today.
Students need to do some self-examination about their contributions to racism on campus.”
Kitteredge urged students to

Cssenual

inn

let the administration know their
concerns about the lack of minority representation on campus by
writing letters to President Rollin Richmond and the Provost
Richard Vrem, and becoming involved in search committees and
the Multicultural Center.
Nicole Alvarado, AS student
affairs vice president, wrote in
an email to The Lumberjack that
committees are a great way for
students to voice their concerns
about the university. Alvarado
recommends examining the committee structure handbook located in the AS office to find out
about all the different committees

Gnd pictures 16 - yen
ideas fromm dkd we

"sca

operating on campus.

Students interested in seeing
more

diversity

on

campus

“Pale

become involved in the Equal
Rights and Diversity Committee.
Alvarado said search committees
tend to look for students in the
major of whichever department
is doing the hiring, and the search
process usually takes about six
weeks. More information can be
obtained from the AS office.
For a list of this week's campus
dialogue events, see the calendar,

ro
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Church vs. Humboldt State
Pastor says gays can go straight, HSU
Students frustrated and angered
Sayaka Rifu
Calendar/ Online Editor

An 8-by-10 inch advertisement caused
controversy on a much larger scale, when it
posed the question “Can gays go straight?”
in the Oct. 20 issue of The Lumberjack. The

“Ask the Pastor” ad was written and paid
for by Pastor Clay Ford of the Arcata First
Baptist Church.
HSU students and faculty as well as
community members wrote letters to The
Lumberjack describing the ad as homophobic and sent varied feedback by e-mail
to the pastor. Ford said his intention was to
“express God's love to homosexuals as well
as heterosexuals,” and said he didn’t think
the ad would offend anybody.
The ad introduced Phillip Lee, a selfproclaimed previously unhappy gay man
who “found a way out” by embracing God.
Lee said his life, bombarded with drug addiction and shopping disorders, was transformed after he found hope in Jesus’ words.
Lee's entire testimony can be found at www.
hiswayout.com/06testimony01.html.
Social science sophomore Elizabeth Sil-

ver said that she was shocked and angry to
see such a negative view on queer people's
lives in The Lumberjack.
“It was only one person's viewpoint and
it was trying to represent the whole gay
community,’ she said.
Silver said it was frustrating to see an
ad that demonizes queer people by pairing
drug addiction and bad judgment with the
queer lifestyle.
Ford said he didn’t mean to point a finger at any specific group of people. “Lee
was sharing his own life,” he said. “The article didn’t imply all gay people go through
that kind of problem.”
“It wasn't hate speech at all,” Ford added. “There isn't anything hateful about the
column.”
HSU psychology professor and Lumberjack columnist Melinda Myers called
Ford's ad “hate speech” and offered alternative ways for queer Christians to seek
religious support in her weekly “Sexually
Speaking” column in the Oct. 27 issue of
The Lumberjack.
Melinda said that it is “horribly sad and
ridiculous” for queer people to feel the need

to choose between religion and their sexuality. She said if they want to pursue their
belief, they should be able to do so.
“From a psychological standpoint, there
is no difference between queer and straight,”
Myers said. She cited the position statement
by the American Psychological Association
in 2000, which states homosexuality is not a mental disorder that needs to
be cured.

Sayaka Rifu

use as a blush
& highlighter that changes to suit your
I! kin color. Also use as lip color, eye
make-up, body bronzer, or nail color.
J Includes applicator puff.
B Available in Original,

said

Christian

stu-

of the Bible or accusing
Christian people of being
“right-wing bigots.”
“There is enormous
peer pressure,’ Ford said.
“It's not a tolerant atmosphere.”
Ford said the ad and
the
panel
discussion
which took place on the
UC Quad last Wednesday was an effort to create
a “level playing field” for
both Christians and nonChristians. He said seven panelists including Lee
and himself were original-

[his view] is the only right

one,’ Myers said. She said
Ford's writings may create
an impression that Christians are “an intolerant
group of people.”
In past years, Ford's
semi-regular ads have
caused similar discussion
and controversy among
campus and community
members.
“I think there is an appropriate place for [Ford's
opinion], Myers said.
“Just not in The Lumber-

Sayaka

Rifu

“It wasn’t hate speech
at all. There isn’t any-

thing hateful about the
column.”

Clay Ford
Arcata First Baptist Church pastor

jack.”
Ford said he would like to see more of
an oportunity for the Christian perspective
to be expressed in The Lumberjack. He also
said, “I often find it difficult to open the
pages of The Lumberjack because of offcolor and inapropriate content.
Music composition junior Kris Ballard
said the ad looked like Ford deliberately
made it to resemble an actual article in The
Lumberjack.
“Having that column disguised as an article creates an illusion of legitimacy and
endorsement as to the content of the advertisement,” he said.
Social science junior Rob Christensen,
al Center, said the advertisement made him
feel miserable for the rest of the day.
“(The ad] made me realize that all the
work I did this semester (for MCC) had a

major setback,” he said. “It made me feel

ly planning to cover sex in

general, but the questions
centered around queer sexuality.
Sociology junior Cassandra Trosin, who
attended the panel discussion, said she felt
“sick and angry” when she heard Lee describe his former sexuality as if it were a
disease.
“It really blew me away,’ she said. “We
all have the right to say what we want to
say, but I think there is a certain time, place
and a manner to discuss things.”
Ford said he was impressed by the mature response of the students who attended
the discussion. “They were respectful and
attentive and gave us an opportunity to ex-

press the Christian viewpoint,” he said.
Despite Ford's positive take on the
event, two fully clothed male students acted out a gay sex scene during the discussion to demonstrate their disapproval just a
few steps away from the panel.
Sayaka Rifu can be reached at

sr26@humboldt.edu
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One or two Blu-U light treatments per
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$15.00 Papoose size

antibiotics.
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Hair Accessories * Henna

Rachel Perry Cosmetics
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dents encounter faculty
and students making fun

“[Ford] is coming from

Desert Rose,
& Wild Plum
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Lumberjack).”

a specific moral viewpoint
where he assumes that

the Queer Coordinator of the Multicultur-

Phillip Lee told the Arcata First Baptist Church congregation
Sunday that he became totally removed from any association with
homosexuality after finding Christianity.

WWW.THEJACK.ORG
like I’m unwelcome on campus.”
Ford said Christianity is also ridiculed
and caricaturized on HSU campus.
“The opportunity for Christians to express their point of view is grossly underserved,’ Ford said. “I have to pay $180 (per
issue) to express my Christian view (in The

www.bubbles-arcata.com
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sion Defense classes after a female
HSU student fought off an attempted rapist Sunday, while jogging in Redwood Bowl at about 2
a.m.
UPD posted hundreds of crime
alert flyers across campus Sunday,
picturing a composite drawing of
the suspect, who police describe
as a white male adult, about 20
to 25 years old, 5 feet 10 inches
tall, with a slender build and dirty
blond hair, wearing a white, papery, ghost-like Halloween costume.
UPD said the suspect fled the
area after the woman, who police said lives in the HSU dorms,
fought him off. She reported the
incident right away, and UPD
searched the campus with a police dog, but did not locate the
subject.
UPD Acting Police Chief Tom
Dewey said the victim was not
physically injured.
The attack marks the first case
of an attempted rape by a stranger on campus in 8 tol0 years, said
Dewey.
“Nearly all of the sexual assault
cases we encounter are in an acquaintance- or date-rape situation,” said Dewey. “Stranger attacks are very rare, but we can't
ensure everyone's safety everywhere on a 166-acre campus.”
Anyone with any information about the suspect should call
UPD at 826-3456. To leave an
anonymous tip, refer to HSUPD
case 0904-0838. Tips may given
by phone or via email.
Women interested in the Rape
Agression Defense class can email
UPD at hsupd@humboldt.edu.
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A sketch of the suspect
who attempted to rape an
HSU student at Redwood
Bowl Sunday.
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Arcata joins green lawsuit
Retirees, professor and cities sue federal corporations
Ben Thrower
Special to The Lumberjack

law-

pupils

suit against=the two Mjajor export credit agencies of the United

States government in.an attempt
to curb the problemof green-

, ‘District funds

house gas emissions that are helping to fuel global warming. The

action—spearheaded

shrink

by

Ahnie Litecky

Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth
and the City of Boulder, Colo.—
has been joined by the city of
Oakland and several private citizens around the country.
“Arcata is a plaintiff due to expected damages to the community mainly from sea-level rise
[due]

to

[greenhouse

Forum Editor

The Eureka School District
lost approximately
$985,000
in state funds this year due
to declining enrollment in its
schools, although some of that
cost is offset by other funding
sources.
The district faces waning
enrollment due in part to fewer jobs, declining birthrates
and the proliferation of char-

gasses],”

Mark Andre, Deputy Director of
Environmental Services for the
City of Arcata, wrote in an e-mail
last month.
The city claims that the Overseas Private

Investment

Corpo-

ration and the Export-Import
Bank have been lending money to American

corporations to

fund environmentally irresponsible projects abroad. “They take
federal money and make investments and they are not held to the
same environmental standards as
projects

in the

[United

ter schools.

States],”

Andre said.
Andre said he did not know
what the legal costs for Arcata are
at this point in time and “the substance of the settlement talks is

Photo courtesy of Phillip Dustan

What was once a lush reef in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary is now a barren
mass. Biology professor Phillip Dustan attributes the climate change that caused this
metamorphosis to Overseas Private Investment Corporation and Export-Import Bank.
confidential.”
OPIC and Ex-Im, which both
acknowledged but declined to
comment on the litigation, have
loaned companies such as Bechtel,
ExxonMobil, Enron and Halliburton money for oil projects in
some of the richest areas of biological diversity in the world.
The suit claims the companies

have funded projects such as the
current venture into the naturally unspoiled region of Camasea,
Peru, for the construction of an
infrastructure for machine transportation, wells, flow lines, a processing plant and two oil pipelines. They have appropriated
hundreds of millions of dollars
more

for oil extraction

in east Russia and the ecologically sensitive Caspian Sea. They
have also loaned out $200 million
dollars more for an oil pipeline in
Africa that will destroy tropical
forests, ignore the rights of the indigenous peoples, and ruin water
resources in the region, according
to www.climatelawsuit.org.

projects

see SUIT,
pg. 10

American Indian month disputed
Elders dinner and inter-tribal gathering held to share culture
Rory Williams
Community Editor

George W. Bush has yet to proclaim November as National American Indian Heritage
Month, but both hope and aloofness for this
time of cultural education have already set in.
By designating National American Indian Heritage Month midway through November on two occasions and early on another, the
date of Bush's proclimation for this month is
uncertain.

Last year, Bush described this month as a
time to “honor the accomplishments and culture of American Indians and Alaskan Natives
and recognize their contributions.”
Associated Students President Samantha

Williams-Gray views this designation as “a
‘political move that was intended to quiet Native American protest of Columbus Day.”
“(It’s) sort of a, ‘you let us have this day to
honor a murderer and we will give you a whole

month, on paper at least,” Williams-Gray said
in an e-mail interview.
Williams-Gray, who is partly of Tlingit,
Choctaw and Chickasaw decent, said this
month has not been able to break down stereotypes or aid to the eradication of racism.
“You need more like 500 years to undo
what has been done,” Williams-Gray said.
Williams-Gray added that talk of National American Indian Heritage Month is virtually absent from friends who share American
Indian heritage, and lectures given by Native
American studies professors rarely address it.
Marlon D. Sherman, an assistant professor
of Native American studies at HSU, said most
of the public is not aware that there is a Native
American month and the media are responsible.
“News these days is all about the presiden-

tial election, war and employment,” Sherman
said. “Indians are old news.”

Sherman, whose roots lie with the Oglala of Lakota Nation in South Dakota, said the
month has never served as a springboard for
political, social and economic activities for
American Indians.
“Don't proclaim another month, instead
proclaim Native American sovereign authority,’ Sherman said.
Sherman said the inclusion of American
Indian curriculum into the public education
system, along with the delivery of land to
American Indian tribes, are some of the issues
the government needs to address.
“If I could be assured that this month could
turn positive changes in (uneducated) peoples,
than I would have a little more respect for this
month,” Sherman said.
American Indian organizations have invited the community to share in celebration
of elders and their culture as the Northern
aeets

(heeuseak a

see LAND
pg, 10.

Some schools have

had to reduce elective offerings
and combine different grades
into the same classrooms as a
result.
“It's not just affected us, but
affected almost every school
in the county,’ Sheldon Reber,
public relations director for the
Eureka City Schools, said.
Janet

Frost, executive

assis-

tant in the Humboldt County Office of Education, said 26
counties in the state are educating fewer students this year.
Declining enrollment means
less money for schools. The Eureka School District received
about $5,000 in state funds for
each student this year in the six
elementary schools, two middle
schools and three high schools.
Last year at this time enroll-

ment was at 5,039 students in
Eureka schools. This year it’s
4,842 students. That's a drop
of 197 students, and a loss of

$985,000 for the district this
year. This is not the total net
loss for the district however,
funding from state helps compensate for this decrease.

The county has lost 1,200
students overall in the past three
years, Frost said.
While Humboldt County’s
enrollment has decreased, overall attendance at public schools
in California has increased by
831,775 between 1996 and
2004, according to the Department of Education.

see COUNTY
pg, 11
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Future of higher education decided yesterday
Sarah Lewers
Staff writer

The drama of election night has played out. A new
commander-in-chief has been elected and the public will
soon begin to feel the effects of his platform. What does

this mean for students? It’s a hot issue for many people
with college tuition having risen by 35 percent nationally during the last three years. Some students are wondering if they can even afford to finish college. Because
The Lumberjack goes to press before the polls close, the

George W. Bush: Strengthen workforce
with post-secondary education

plans for improving higher education have been com-

piled from both John Kerry’s and George W. Bush's official Web sites.

aa

.

Cala

John Kerry: Pair college mentors
with poverty-stricken students

tle of George W. Bush's
plan for education is “Building a
Highly Skilled Workforce,” and this is indeed what his plan focuses on. If he is reelected, President Bush has pledged to
strengthen the post-secondary education
system in America.

A large part of the president's plan for
education focuses on lifelong learning opportunities for workers. The plan details a
$250 million investment for Community-

ohn Kerry's
plan for education focuses on ensuring that post-secondary education is
available for anyone who desires it. His
plan outlines solutions for what he considers the three critical barriers standing
in the way of college success: poor preparation, the financial aid maze, and skyrocketing costs.
To pair college mentors with students
in high-poverty schools, Kerry has retooled the GEAR UP program. This program will assist students in completing
college preparatory course work and filling out college and financial aid application forms, and will provide scholarships
to help pay for college. Kerry would
show all federal support in financial aid
estimates so that students and families

couldsee
a less daunting
picture of how much
college will cost. Kerry proposes
a new “I Have a Dream” scholarship to
provide an additional $1,000 to students
who participate in early intervention pro-

grams.
.
Kerry seeks to simplify both the college application and the financial aid process. His plan would allow students to apply for aid using a postcard-type form,
reduce the number of questions on application forms and allow students to fill out

a shorter, state-specific electronic financial aid form.

see KERRY, pg. 11

see BUSH, pg. 10

OR

NE

om

Based Job Training Grants to strengthen
the role of community colleges in workforce development. An important aspect of the lifelong learning plan is finan-

cial
aid
reform.
Bush
seeks to eliminate restrictions that prevent part-time
or adult students from receiving financial aid. The plan would allow student
loans to be utilized for short-term training, and student aid could be used for
competency-based and traditional credit
hour programs. Bush would also like to
expand the Pell Grant program to sponsor a year-round grant for students who
graduate early. Students currently may
receive only one Pell Grant per school
year.
He aims to increase student financial
aid by offering an enhanced Pell Grant
and increasing AmeriCorps awards. The
president will let economically challenged students who take rigorous courses in high schools to receive up to $1,000
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WEEK
NOVEMBER 8th-10th
STUDY ABROAD
FAIR
NOVEMBER 10th
10:00 a.m.---2:00 p.m.
On the Quad
(In case of rain, South Lounge
University Center)

The University Studies Abroad Consortium, with programs in
24 countries, allows students to master languages and
study disciplines — including business, fine arts and history
— at distinguished, overseas schools.
“)
Soak up the vibrant culture and be transformed by the
experience of living in a foreign land.

visit www.humbolat.
edu/~extended/iew/

or pjs25 @humboldt.edu
for more details

e Summer, semester and yearlong programs
¢ Wide range of academic courses
¢ Internships * Language classes at all levels
¢ Field trips and tours * Small classes

¢ University credit * Scholarships * Housing

UNIVERSITY
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ABROAT
CONSORTIUM
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SUIT: Environmental disruptions fuel plaintiffs
Continued from pg. 8

Now through January 15th, please drop off your
old phone books at the location nearest you.
Arcata
Arcata Community Recycling

Garberville (through 11/14 only)
Ray's * 875 Redwood

Center * 1380 9th Street

Fortuna

Blue Lake

City Hall * 621 11th Street

City Hall * 111 Greenwood

Post Office » 699 13th Street

Eureka

CA Conservation Corps HQ

Adorni Ctr. * 1011 Waterfront Dr.
Bayshore Mall * 3300 Broadway

Eureka City Hall * 531 K Street

Eureka Community Recycling

suit spokesperson,

* 1500 Alamar Way
McKinleyville (through 11/14 only)
Humboldt Sanitation & Recycling

* 2585 Central Avenue

Center * 1059 W. Hawthome St. Oprieans

Pacific Bell « 5749 Humboldt Hill

Safeway * 930 West Harris St.

Sy

SHOR

Ferndale

Karyk Tribe's Mobile Recycling Unit

Rio Dell

aah 5 rs Wan ine
Willow Creek (through 11/14 only)

City Hall * 834 Main Street

Popko Recycling * 75 Mayfair Way

NEW!
in the 2005
_ SBC Phone Book!

The Humboldt County Waste
Reduction and Recycling Guide!
The most comprehensive collection of
waste reduction & recycling information

EVER in ONE place!
* A-Z Reuse & Recycling
* Household Hazardous
Waste Disposal Info

* Composting
« Where to Recycle
* Business Recycling

The phone book
you recycle today will become
someone elses phonebook tomorrow.
Funded in part by S8C/Pacific
Bell

Asia Md

Ex-Im spokesperson Linda
Forella said the agency refused to
fund the Camasea project.
“The purpose of the lawsuit is
to compel federal financial agencies, finally, to confront and deal
with the contribution their actions make to the problem of
global warming,” John Echeverria, executive director of Georgetown University Environmental
Law and Policy Institute and law-

ad

wrote

in an

email.
Jesse

and

Pam

Williford

of

North Carolina are also plaintiffs in the suit. They are concerned about how climate change
has resulted in rising ocean levels, increased storm surge, the
increased frequency and severity of storms and increased erosion at their retirement home on
a beach in North Carolina. “If the
dunes keep getting eroded then
the houses on the main front of
the beach...will eventually be destroyed,” Jesse told National Public Radios program “Living on
Earth” last February.
Another plaintiff in the suit is

Phillip Dustan, biology professor
at the College of Charleston in
South Carolina. In 1974, Dustan
established long-term reef monitoring sites in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary. Dustan
is a lead investigator on the Environmental Protection Agency's
Florida Keys Coral Monitoring
Project. The project documented
a 38 percent loss of all living coral
in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary between the years
1996 and 2000.
OPIC is an Export Credit
Agency of the federal government
that provides loans to American
venture companies overseas. ExIm provides financing to American companies to help them export their products abroad.
This lawsuit is unique in that
it challenges federal agencies to
raise their standards. “It would
set a precedent that you have to
account for impacts of projects
you are financing,’ Greenpeace
Media Officer Jeff Bryan said.
The lawsuit, filed under civil
suit 893 (environmental matters),
charges OPIC and Ex-Im with il-

California Indian Development
Council hosts its 23rd-annual
Elders Dinner and Inter-Tribal

Gathering on Nov. 13.

“It’s not just an Indian event,’
Cramblit said. “It's something to
unify the community.”
The theme of this year's elders

“In spirit we never relinquished the
island.”

dinner celebrates
the return of the

Tu’Lu’Wat

_vil-

City of
Eureka officially
returned 60 acres of Indian Island—land that was used for sacred rituals, hunting and fishing
by the Wiyot before a settler incited massacre forced them out
in 1860—to the Wiyot on May

Wiyot tribal chairwoman

_and ‘many more countries.

ever, the two agencies have refused to evaluate their efforts by
NEPA standards.
2
“NEPA clearly applies in this
instance both because the decisions of a U.S. agency are at issue

and because the effects of its decisions are being felt in the United
States,” Echeverria said.
There is no expected resolution to the lawsuit anytime soon.
Ben Thrower can be reached at

bnt4@humboldt.edu

Continued from pg. 8

Cheryl A. Seidner ‘°The

Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines _

effect on the environment. How-

LAND: The return of acreage to the Wiyot celebrated

lage to the Wiyot

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
_
products, ingredients and imports.
Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan,

legally providing over $32 billion
in financing and insurance for
oil fields, pipelines and coal-fired
power plants over the past 10
years. This has been done without assessing their impact on the
U.S. environment and their contribution to global warming as
required under key provisions of
the National Environmental Policy Act. NEPA requires all federal
agencies to conduct an environmental assessment of programs
and projects having a significant

The event, held at the Redwood Acres Fairgrounds between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m., will
provide a free afternoon feast
for seniors and traditional tribal dances from representatives of
the Tolowa, Yurok, Karuk, Hoopa, Aztec and Pomo tribes.
“It's an opportunity for us to
share our culture with the broader community, André Cramblit,
NCIDC spokesperson, said.

Seidner, who works for admissions in the Educational Opportunity Program at HSU, said the
event will not only raises awareness of Indian Island but will
also “let people know that there
are still Native American people
in the United State and that they
are not stuck in the 1800s.”
Along with dinning and dancing, blankets will be dispersed to
all elders in attendance as part of
a gifting ceremony.
“We are a very sharing people
as a whole, like indigenous people throughout the world,” Seidner said.

The dinner costs $6 for those

18.

“In spirit we never relinquished the island,” Cheryl A.
Seidner, Wiyot tribal chairwoman and vice chair of the NCIDC,
said.

under 55 and $3 for kids under
12. Call the NCIDC at (707) 4458451 for more information.
Rory Williams can be reached

at rbillius@yahoo.com

BUSH: High school students promised more in grants
Continued from pg.9
more in Pell Grant money, and increase the number
of AmeriCorps members to 75,000. Full-time members of AmeriCorps would be able to earn an educational award of $4,725 to pay for college or grad
school.
Another aspect of the president's plan for education is student loan reform. Bush wants the loan limit for first-year students and all schools with a low
default rate to have more flexibility in loan disbursements. He also plans to encourage dual enrollment

that allows high school students to earn community

college credit and graduate from high school sooner. The president also wants to provide incentives for
states to make it easier for students to transfer community college credits to four-year institutions.

It is estimated that President Bush’s plan would
allow more than 10.3 million students to afford col-

lege. The 55 percent increase in financial aid assistance since 2001 and the record $12.9 billion investment in Pell Grants would permit an estimated one

million additional students afford college.
Sarah Lewers can be reached at
smi27@humboldt.edu

[COMMUNITY]
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COUNTY: Changing demographics harm enrollment
Continued from pg. 8

garten students will be less in the
As enrollment has decreased,
the overall Humboldt County
coming years.
population continues to grow.
In 1974 there were 1,556 kinIn 1970 the county population .dergarten students in Humboldt
County schools, and by 2012 it is
was 100,160. In 2000 the popuestimated there will be 1,321.
lation was 128,419, according to
Fewer
children
in
Eurethe Humboldt County Communika schools is also partly due to
ty Development Services Departthe increasing number of charment.
~
There are several reasons why
ter schools wh the area. There are
currently seven charter schools
enrollment at Eureka schools
in Humboldt County, enrollcould decrease as the overall poping 1,543 students, according to
ulation grows.
Frost.
Reber said declining enrollThose numbers are increasment is due in part to changing as charter schools become
ing demographics in Humboldt
more popular.
Frost said durCounty.
Younger people are
ing the 2000-01 school year there
moving out of the county while
were 745 students at four charter
older people, especially retirees
schools.
are moving in. People are retiring from urban jobs in Los Ange“People aren’t having as
les and San Francisco and buying
”
homes in Humboldt County, Reto.
ber said.
More retirees is not the only
reason Humboldt County's population is getting older.
“The myth of the neighbor“A lot of it has to do with the
hood school doesn’t exist anyeconomy and the types of jobs
more,” Reber said. More children
that are available,” Pat Faeth, coare attending charter schools or
principal at Eureka High School,
said.

schools further from their homes,

Several major employers have
closed in recent years, including
Wards, Penney’s and Big Loaf.
Reber said closures of large businesses often lead some families
with children to move out of the
area to find similar work.

he said.
While enrollment declines,
Eureka schools must balance a
budget hit with losses of school
funding. Reber said the school
district has had to institute budget cuts and reorganize current
programs. Worthington Elementary was closed one and a half
years ago because of too few students in the district.
Frost said the school districts
in Humboldt County are not attractive to teachers because their
jobs would not be secure. The
most recently hired teachers are
the first to be laid off during budget crises, said Frost. She said this
means new ideas and new ways
of teaching are not brought into
classrooms.
Although a teacher count
for this year is not yet available,
last year there were 1,180 teachers, said Frost. During the 200001 school year there were 1,267

Besides fewer jobs, Humboldt

;
;
'
7

County is also experiencing a decline in birthrates.
“People aren’t having as many
babies as they used to,” Faeth
said. He also said that the decline in birthrate could be partly
due to more retirees moving into
the area.
In 1990 there were 1,809 live
births in Humboldt County and
in 2000 there were 1,371, accord-

ing to the California Maternal and
Child Health Department.
Future enrollment
in

|
!

schools

is based

on

the

projected

birthrates, and the Maternal and
Child Health Department reports that in Humboldt County
projected enrollment for kinder-

Besides fewer teachers, Frost
said many district schools have
cut back on instructional aides.
These aides work primarily in elementary schools and provide students with more individualized
instruction in subjects like reading and math, while the teacher works with the rest of the students.
Schools may also have to
eliminate or reduce elective programs like art and music because
of less funding and fewer teachers. While schools recognize the

“THE

OsBjECTOR”’

importance of these programs in

giving students a well-rounded
education, Frost said these classes
are the first to be cut because core
classes, such as math and science,

many babies as they used

Thursday, November 11th
Movie starts @ 7:30 pm
Eureka Theater ~ 612 F Street
Doors open at 7pm ~ Tickets $5

Pat Faeth
Eureka High School co-principal

are mandatory to the curriculum.
One way Jefferson Elementary combats declining enrollment
is to create combination classrooms. Combination classrooms
are often used in rural school districts because there are fewer students.
Jefferson currently has two out
of 10 classrooms following this

model.
These two classrooms
had fewer than the 20 kindergarten students needed to support a
teacher’s salary, so first grade students were added to the classes.
Catalina Nocon, principal at
Jefferson, said one problem with
this is that a teacher becomes responsible for not only teaching
kindergarteners the skills that are
mandated by state standards, but
also what first graders are expect-
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“It complicates the classroom
teaching,” Nocon said.
Ahnie Litecky can be reached at

aml42@humboidt.edu

KERRY: Universities to streamline application process
Continued
from pg. 9
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students the opportunity to earn the equivalent of
their state's four-year public tuition in exchange for

Relief and Education Fund directly to post-secondary education. Universities would be required
to streamline their application process and work
together with other universities to purchase items
in bulk, thereby helping to stabilize tuition costs.
The Kerry-Edwards campaign has generated a

prospective students per year in Service for College

two years of service. His goal is to enlist 500,000
over the next decade.
Sarah Lewers can be reached at
smi27@humboidt.edu
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Kerry has created a multifaceted approach to address the issue of rising tuition costs. Kerry pledges

“Service for College” initiative that claims to offer
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teachers, a loss of 81 teachers.

to designate $10 billion of his $25 billion State Tax
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LETTERS

Dialogue much needed
Most of our leaders are white.
No matter who was (or wasn't) elected yesterday, the next U.S.
president will be white, as has been the trend, despite the approximate 30 percent of the U.S. population that is not white, according
to the 2000 U.S. Census.

Sociology Professor Jennifer Eichstedt, who spoke on the quad
on Monday as part of the Dialogue on Race, said only 3 percent of
the U.S. Senate is non-white, and about 12.5 percent of U.S Representatives are non-white.

Clearly, the U.S. government does not accurately reflect the ethnic makeup of its population.
This problem doesn't just exist on a national level.

Of the 7,550 students enrolled at HSU for fall 2004, 60.6 percent
are white, according to HSU statistics. Non-white students make
up 21.9 percent of the population, and 17.5 percent of students are
“unknown.”

While the student population may not be as diverse as the passengers portrayed in the train mural in the Depot, it’s far from homogenized.
But you wouldn't always know this from looking at the HSU
staff.

The HSU administration? Overwhelmingly white.
The professors aren’t exactly representative either.
Of the full and part-time faculty for fall of last year, 85.5 percent
were white, according to HSU statistics. Only 13.1 percent were
non-white, while 1.4 percent were listed as unknown.
To top it off, the university has a mascot that is arguably the whitest mascot ever. There’s nothing more Caucasian than a suspenderclad logger named Lucky.
Not that we have anything against the lovable lil’ feller, but for
the love of god, who picked a Paul Bunyan knockoff to represent
our school?

The Lumberjack newspaper also falls short of equal representation. Of our 30 staffers, just 5, or 16.7 percent, identify themselves
as non-white. We have been criticized, rightly, for failing to represent the variety of ethnicities and cultures found on this campus.
We try to be fair, balanced and accurate, and we welcome comments and suggestions from students, faculty and staff as we proceed in our attempts to do so.
We go to a school where minority students are underrepresented, plain and simple.
This is why we strongly encourage you to go to at least one presentation during HSU’s week of Dialogue on Race. Even if you don’t
consider race to be an issue that affects you, you may be surprised to
learn that there's a lot you don't know.
Racism is everyone's responsibility, and it is up to all of us to
change it.

Letters must include contact
information and be 350 words or less

The Lumberjack Statement of Policy
eQuestions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should
be directed to the editor at (707) 8265922.
¢The Lumberjack editorials are
written based on the majority opinion
of the newspaper’s editorial board.
eGuest columns, cartoons and opin-

750 words.
Letters will not be edited for grammar or spelling.
Letters can be mailed, delivered

ion articles reflect the opinion of the

Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must include
the writer's name, city of residence and
phone number. Include major and year
in school if a student.
eLetters from the same author will

writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack or its staff.

*The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or guest
*Letters should be no more than 350
words and guest columns
«
no more than
onetime asa

ania

or e-mailed

(preferred) to The

Lum-

berjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata,
CA 95521 E-mail; thejack@humboldt.
edu,

only be published every 30 days.

TO THE

Pastor, God offer

hope for gays
Dear Editor:

I was disappointed to see Melinda Myers’ “Forum” article referring to Phillip Lee's life experience in my “Ask the Pastor”
column as hate speech.
She seriously misrepresented
the article, referring to it as “hate
speech that inaccurately portrays
non-heterosexual people as being
drug-crazed, promiscuous and
hyper-materialistic”.
Phillip Lee's story of his involvement in drugs, promiscuity, and materialism was his own
story, and similar, no doubt to the
stories of many other people, both
heterosexual and homosexual.
It was neither his intention nor
mine to infer that all non-heterosexuals are involved in those
things. I am sorry that the article
was misconstrued, as my purpose
was not to attack or point a condemning finger, but rather to offer
hope to those who are involved in
the homosexual lifestyle who do
not want to be.
Phillip Lee is one of many
thousands of people who have
come out of that lifestyle through
the unconditional love and grace
of Jesus Christ. A helpful website
in this regard is www.exodusinternational.org/testimonials_left_HomoSexuality.shtml.
Exodus International can also be
reached by phone at 1-888-2640877. Phillip Lee's own website for
His Way Out Ministries is http://
hiswayout.com/
Ms. Myers acknowledges that
she is not a biblical scholar. Perhaps she should leave those discussions to others rather than
making recommendations
for
reading that are very “fringe” in
their perspectives.
Tolerance/acceptance is a two
way street. It is hypocritical to argue for tolerance/acceptance toward people who enter into homosexual behavior, but then to
deny the same tolerance/acceptance toward those who come out

of that lifestyle.
Let's stop the name calling i.e.
“hate speakers’, and enter into
some meaningful discussion in
this marketplace of ideas.
Clay Ford
Pastor of Arcata First Baptist
Church

EDITOR

Members of gay society not
defined by drugs, debt
Dear Editor:

In reference to Clay ford’s response to the question can gays
go straight, I feel there is something that must be clarified. It is
not the answer in which I have
an issue, I know two once proclaimed homosexuals that have
become heterosexual.
The issue in which I feel must
be cleared, is Phillip Lee’s labeling of his life as ‘gay society‘ and
‘gay lifestyle’. To say Lee’s behavior before 1985 was a good example of gay society would be
the same as putting Ron Jeremy
as the poster boy for heterosexual society. Drugs, debt, vapidity, and being promiscuous is no
more gay society than heterosexual society.
The only thing one can say
about gay society, is that it is a
conglomerate of many members
belonging to a plethora of subcultures, and the only thing that
ties them together is the fact that
members pursue coital relations
with other people of the same
sex.
It is true some gay people
are all about brand names, parties, and material goods, but so
are some straight people. That
is where the term metrosexual
came from.
Debt is a regular American

society problem not something
that solely plagues gay people.
With the description of gay society and gay lifestyle Lee gives,
all members of gay society would
be vapid, deprave, drug addicts
driving nice cars and have one
extraordinary sex life.
If this were the case, Gay
Christian Alliance, P.F.L.A.G.,
along with other gay centered organizations would not exist, yet
all are a component of gay society.
I myself have openly been a
member of gay society for four
years now. My life is nothing like
Phillip Lee's description. Rowing, coaching, swimming, working, and studying make up my
life with the sporadic night out
with friends.
This outlines the life of many
homosexuals I know plus or minus a few activities. This is no
more gay lifestyle than Phillips
Lee’s, or Hollywood's depiction
of homosexuals.
The point I am trying to clarify is that there is no lifestyle that
makes up gay society, and no attribute other than sexual orientation can be applied to define
members of gay society.
Shaun McCoshum
HSU Men’s Crew Novice
Coach

[FORUM]
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UGGs by any other name
would still be uggly
tions are wont to do, Deckers
Outdoor Corporation disregarded the Australian law prohibiting the trademarking of generic terms, trademarking the term
“ugg”, and its variations in 1986.
Deckers registered the trademark
rights to the name “Ugg Holdings,’ an Australian company it
bought in 1995.
Following the recent popularity surge of ugg boots in the United States, Deckers has written
letters to hundreds of Australian
ugg manufacturers, threatening
legal action if they use the word
ugg in their promotional material. Deckers has even threatened
to sue the Macquarie Dictionary unless it changed the definition of ugg to include the American trademark. To avoid a costly
court battle, the Macquarie gave
in and changed its definition.
All this over the UGGliest
thing to hit the fashion world
since stirruped stretch pants.
At this point, it mat-

Cat Sieh
Campus Editor

These days, supporters of aggressive
American
imperialism wear ruffled mini skirts and
clunky sheepskin boots.
They're
everywhere—the
women who strut ‘round campus
wearing the tiny pink skirts that
pinpoint their Southern California heritage, paired with the tall,
UGG* Australia brand boots that
keep them avalanche-prepared.
Sit on the HSU quad and
watch them pass in a variety of
colors and models—one UGG,
two UGG, pink UGG, blue UGG.
The comfy Australian-born shoes
that have become an international barbarian-fashion phenomenon are not only
unforgivably
How much lower can ters less that sheepish
are
trend-followers
the United States
hideous and outsporting ghastly footSe
rageously _ pric-

ey, they are also
madeinChina—

unlike the title
suggests. If that

wasnt

enough,

8&t than hijacking
footwear froma
:

peer ere —

country that’s
home to such cute
characters as the

wear in the name of
fashion and more that
an Australian icon is
being exploited at the

expense of the Aussie

economy and thouthe term “ugg”
sands of jobs, mate.
has spawned a
Connie Rishwain,
trademark war
t of UGG
presiden
oo?
that threatens to Koala and kangar
Australia, said on the
leave many Ausofficial
Web
site, “Once you wear
tralian boot makers out of a job.
UGGs, you're hooked. They're
Before the UGG invasion, preoriginal, authentic and the ultiNeanderthal-chic, ugg boots were
mate in luxury and comfort.” Aufor Australians— people who live
thentic aushmetic. How much
in a country with more than eight
lower can the United States get
times as many sheep as humans.
than hijacking footwear from a
Hence, ugg boots should conjure
poor unsuspecting country that's
visions of burly, bearded, husky
home to such cute characters as
sheep-farmer types—not tightthe koala
jeaned

and kanga-

trend-

roo?
Australian naand
tive
resident

sters wearing pants
tucked into
black
tall
uggs.
t
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The ge-

fee)

term

courtesy of www.snowriver.com

neric

“ugg,

also

spelled ug and ugh, has been
used by Australians to describe
their traditional sheepskin boots
since at least World War II. One
Aussie business, the Blue Mountain Ugg Boots company, has
been using the term since 1933.
“Ugg” was even referenced as a
generic term in Australia’s 1982
Macquarie Dictionary.
But, as large U.S. corpora-

=Brownyn
McDougal

founded

Uggs-N-Rugs, a genuine Australian sheepskin product manufacturer and seller in 1978 with her
husband, Bruce. In an e-mail to
The Lumberjack, Brownyn said
some Australian ugg businesses have been completely stopped
from trading, and others have
lost sales to customers who can

no longer trade on Ebay or the
Internet due to Decker’s actions.

“It is frustrating and an insult
to us the fact that a U.S. Corporation can call themselves ‘UGG
Australia} have their products
made in China, and lead the
public to believe that they sell an
‘Australian’ article which, according to them, Australians are not
legally able to make!” Brownyn
said.
If the fashion world did one
thing right by uggs, it was deeming it OK to wear comfy slippers
in lieu of stilettos. Commendable, but when it comes to temperature, the skirt/ugg combo is
highly impractical. The official
UGG brand Web site, www.uggaustralia.com, says the wool in
UGGs will keep your feet warm
down to 30 below. On a day hot
enough to call for scandalous
hemlines, you can bet that fashionable feet are sweating. So listen here: If you must wear a mini
skirt, or if you must wear UGGs,
hot days shall be for miniskirts.
Cold days shall be for UGGs.
There shall be no crossing of
these lines.
If you do decide to bear the
boots, a pair of brand-name
UGGs®* can run from $150 for
Ultra-Short UGGs to $275 for
the disturbingly Cro-Magnonesque Fluff Momma model.
There's a whole line of cheap,

rip-off uggs available at Kmart,
Sears, Target and other retailers

of cheap plastic crap.
Product-origin-obsessed consumers of Humboldt County

unite! To wear UGG® Australia
boots is to exploit Aussie businesses and encourage an abomi-

nable fad. This ain't the Paleolithic. We've come a long way since

Homo erectus and our footwear
should reflect as much.
For Australian-made sheepskin ugg boots, visit:
Aussie Best

www.aussiebest.com
Australia

Aussie Sheep And Wool
www.aussiesheepandwool.
com.au
NSW Australia

Blue Mountains Ugg Boots
www.uggboots.com.au

NSW Australia
Uggs-N-Rugs
WWW. uggs-N-rugs.com.au
Australia
Cat Sieh can be reached at
cms72@humboidt.edu

The place of faith

Ahnie Litecky
Forum Editor

Sometime during my public schooling I learned that our
Founding Fathers laid out the
First Amendment, which, in part,
implied a separation of church
and state.
These men created this division

because they had experienced unfair rule by kings and plenty of religious persecution, and they did
not think these would be fun activities for their new country.
Unfortunately, we are now facing a serious threat to that separa-

tion of church and state. It comes
in the form of faith-based initiatives, and we should all be con-

cerned about the potential effects
on government and religion.
Faith-based
initiatives
are
federal laws that allow religious
groups to compete equally with
community groups and charities for federal funds in order to
provide social service programs.
This includes afterschool programs, job training, drug treatment, prison rehabilitation and
abstinence education.
While these are worthwhile
programs, some are concerned
that this puts the Constitutionally mandated separation of church
and state in serious jeopardy.
Traditionally, government or
secular programs have provided
social services, with some reli-

gious organizations using federal
money to provide services separate from religious activities.
This changed during Bill Clinton’s presidency, when he signed
several bills into law known as
Charitable Choice. This modified existing laws to allow taxpayer money to be used in funding smaller and more overtly
religious groups for several welfare programs.
President Bush has taken the
Charitable Choice idea much
further. Soon after his inauguration in 2001, Bush established
the White House Office of FaithBased and Community Initiatives
with the goal of ensuring that religious groups could compete for
federal money more equally with
community groups and charities.
While Congress has yet to approve any faith-based initiative
legislation because of concerns
about discriminatory hiring practices, Bush has issued executive
orders forcing federal agencies to

issue funding to religious groups.
He has also eliminated many
regulations for religious groups
that other organizations must
meet in order to qualify for funds.
These include not requiring religious organizations to meet safe
ty and fire codes and allowing
religious groups to discriminate
based on religion in their hiring
practices, even for positions paid

entirely by taxpayer dollars.
While religious groups can receive taxpayer dollars, they legally cannot require participants in

social programs to share in religious worship or events. But they
can offer these activities as long

as they tell participants that they
will receive help even if they do
not engage in religious activities.
Religious groups are allowed
to keep religious symbols and materials in place during the delivery
of social service programs.

I wonder how many people receiving services from such organizations know about their legal
rights. I wonder if they are always
clearly informed of their choice in
whether or not to participate, or
if they might feel obligated to attend services out of gratitude to
the program helping them.
It seems like it would be fairly easy for religious organizations
to prod people to attend faith services, even simply out of concern
for the person’s soul. The consequence of this type of action is
that taxpayer money would be
going toward recruiting people to
a religion. This is definitely not
part of the Constitution.
Vouchers provide a back door
for religious organizations to
use federal money for religious
programming. Any faith-based
groups receiving these vouchers
could retain religious content in
their services because the money
would come indirectly from the
government.
Supporters say the new laws
are ending years of discrimination against religious groups, but

opponents make it clear that these
laws could hurt both the federal
government and religious organizations. Many religious groups

are concerned that federally controlled funds will lead to greater
restrictions.

Kerry seems poised to follow
Bush's lead if elected. Kerry has
stated that he also supports using
public money to fund religiously
based social programs
Faith-based initiatives may be
a central part of social services in
the years to come.

Ahnie Litecky can be reachedat
aml42@humboldt.edu

hoose your lube wisely: Pla YSlick
[FORUM]

cone or other ingredients with

you'll have!

~ethicone at the end (these are

silicones, and are condom safe),
and Sodium or potassium benzoate (more FDA approved preservatives).
Avoid using any product con-

: ~ taining oils like mineral oil, petrolatum or vegetable oils.

All

will break down the latex in con‘doms,

In addition, using petroleumbased oils for vaginal lovemaking is a really good way to facilitate the overgrowth of unfriendly
fauna. In other words, they can
greatly increase the likelihood of
a bacterial or fungal vaginal infection.
Avoid using massage oils, as
they nearly always have one or
more ingredients not suitable

doms, (and letting my body get
used to being hormone free)...

an interesting transition for a
new user! I was wondering what

makes a lube condom safe?
The main thing that determines whether a particular lu-

bricant can safely be used with
condoms is whether it is oil free
or not. Check the label.
Ina
random check of a few I
have lying around (don't ask!), I
see ingredients like water (good

for condoms.

thing), vegetable glycerine (OK,
unless you're prone
to yeast in- |

(For those of you

who aren't using condoms, vegetable-oil based massage oils are
perfectly fine to use for love-

making.)

but Id avoid it if you can), Aloe

I recommend you try several
kinds of lubes to see what suits
you and your partner best. Most
brands are available in small
bottles, or even in single-use tri-

Vera (sure, why not?), simethi-

al packets. Just think of the fun

(vitamin E, and a good preser-

vative), methylparaben (a preservative the FDA says is safe

If you're a California Family
Planning Grant green card holder, you can try several types for
free at your local clinic.
Recently there are two new
organic lubes on the market, and
I've seen them in town at Wild-

berries
and the Co-op,
or in Eureka at Good Relations.
One is called Sensua Organics, which also comes in several new formulations containing
homeopathic ingredients designed to support healthy sexual and reproductive functioning.
The other is Bliss. Something I
really like about both of these
choices is their customer education.

Both have great literature
explaining their ingredients
and comparing theirs to other brands. Even if you opt for a
different lube, read one of their
brochures for more information
about the slippery stuff than you
could possibly absorb in one sitting.

There are several 100 percent
silicone lubes on the market,
and these are incredibly slippery.
They are condom compatible,

and have fun!

WWW.THEJACK.ORG

and safe to use for lovemaking.
The people who use them
swear by them, but other folks
are put off by using a silicone
product inside. their bodies.

Eros ‘was probably first, is im-

uid Silk. That lube is available
through mail order on their Web
site, or at any of their stores in
the Bay Area. If you are proneto
yeast infections, avoid products
containing glycerine. There are

ported from Europe, and is pret- ~ a number of good lubes that are
glycerine free, for example Hyty expensive.

Other less: pricy choices in-

clude ID Millennium and Wet
Platinum. In addition to being
very slick, they have a shelf life
of nearly a lifetime.
They don't need preservatives, so look on the label to see
if all the ingredients have the
ethicone suffix. If that’s all that's
in it, it will last longer than you,
I promise.
There's also a hybrid

lube,

meaning it’s water-based, and
water-soluble, but contains a
small amount of silicone. This
gives it a longer lasting lubricity while maintaining the advantages of a lube containing lots of
water,
‘An example of this type of
lube is Liquid Body Silk from the
UK. Good Vibrations, the mother of all sex-positive businesses,
recently formulated its own signature lube very much like Liq-

draSmooth and PleasureGlide.

PleasureGlide is one I recommend frequently, because not
only
is it glycerine free, it doesn't
have any paraben preservatives,
and it's cheap, it’s also made by a
chemist I trust.

Your choices are certainly
abundant, and far greater than
just K-Y Jelly. Get a few, try
them out, and I’m sure you'll
find one or more that are just
‘right for you.

Melinda Myers has taught Human Sexuality and other cours-

es for the psychology and women's
studies departments

since 1994.

She owns Good Relations Lovers’
Boutique, a sex-positive store in

Old-Town Eureka. She is a single mom, with two sons to whom
she lectures frequently about sex
and relationships. Myers can be
reached at mm3@humboldt.edu

Is it so crazy to let every adult drink alcohol?
Here’s a radical idea.
Why not lower the drinking
age to 18?
It makes sense, really. At the
age of 18 you become a legal
Kira Rubenthaler
adult. You are expected to act reManaaing Editor
sponsibly and be accountable for
ee
your behaviors.
You can vote, buy cigarettes and pornography, and get
married. You are tried as an adult in the courts and you
can serve in the military. If you're a male, you have to register with Selective Services in case the draft comes back.
You can buy a gun.
But you can't drink.
People in support of the current drinking restrictions
say youth under the age of 21 are not responsible or ma-

ture enough to handle drinking. We're responsible enough
to choose a partner, purchase a firearm, vote for the next

drunk driving laws in 1980 after a drunk driver killed her
daughter. Lightner later left MADD because she said the
organization had become too “neo-prohibitionist.’
Congress passed the National Minimum Drinking
Age Act in 1984. This act required all states to raise the
age requirement for purchasing alcohol to 21 or risk losing some of their federal highway funding. (By the way, if
you were born in 1984, you still aren't old enough to legally drink alcohol today.)
This is ludicrous.
Those under 21 are thought to be too immature to
handle drinking, but not even everyone over 21 is mature
enough to handle drinking.
In 2003, drivers age 21 to 24 comprised 32 percent of
fatal car crashes involving a blood alcohol content of .08
or higher, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Those age 25 to 34 were the next high-

est, with 27 percent, followed by the age bracket of 35 to

president and go to war and kill people, and die fight-

44, with 24 percent.

ing for our country. But we're not responsible enough to
have a beer?

is suddenly bestowed upon a person at a

Since the 21st Amendment

repealed Prohibition in

1933, it was up to the individual states to set a drinking
age. Most set it at 21, though some allowed 18-year-olds
to purchase beer. In the 1970s, most states lowered the
legal age of adulthood and many lowered the drinking
age because of pressure from the Baby Boomers. Those
long-haired, youth-rights-supporting hippies of our parents’ generation rebelled against the fact that you could be
drafted and sent to kill and be killed in Vietnam, but you
couldn't drink, 9 = s+")
"2%
This progression toward legal drinking for all 18-yearolds halted in the ’80s. A lot of the pressure to pass afederal law setting the drinking age at 21 came from Mothers

Against Drunk Driving. One of MADD's founders was
Candy Lightner, who began her campaign for tougher

18

Responsibility is not something that At
certain age. It varies from person to person.

Some

18-year-olds are much more

C16

it or, in some cases, even be around others consuming it.
If you—under 21—want to hang out with your friends
on Saturday night and they—all 21—are going to a bar,
you're screwed. If a band you—under 21—want to see is
playing in a local bar, chances are you won't be able to go.
If you—under 21—have had a really rough day at school
and you want to unwind with a beer on the couch, you
cannot legally.
To make it worse, adults rarely talk to youth about
drinking. Somehow you're supposed to wait until your
21st birthday and then figure out everything about setting
limits and being safe all at once.
We need more education about alcohol, not a blanket
“Don't do it” statement.
People say having a drinking age of 21 helps reduce the
amount of young, irresponsible drunken drivers, but setting a limit does not solve the problem.

Youth under 21 will always drink, whether it is legal
or not.
According to The National Center on
d

you are Expected

Addiction and Substance Abuse at Colum-

[tO act like an adult... , bia University, 87 percent of adults who
except you still can’t

consume alcohol had their first drink be-

responsible than some 21-year-olds and
drink
fore age 21.
These kids are drinking, but they're not
—
even some 33-year-olds.
Yes, there have to be some limits, such as not allowing _ learning how to drink responsibly.
Several students in my hometown died or were seri10-year-olds to drive or prohibiting 14-year-olds from
getting married on a whim.
At 18 you are expected to act like an adult...except you

ously injured because of alcohol-related accidents. They
were under 21, and having a drinking limit did nothing to

still can’t drink.
The United States is one of the few countries in the
world that has a drinking age of 21—others include Russia, Samoa, Egypt and Honduras. Most set the drinking

help prevent their deaths.
Maybe if they had lived in a society where alcohol
consumption by youth was not so taboo they would have
known how to handle drinking.

_age at 18 or even 16.

In this country, drinking is taboo unless you've reached
the magical age of 21. It's illegal to buy alcohol, consume

Kira Rubenthaler can be reached at
_krr11@humboidt.edu
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I believe...

[FORUM]

The Marijuana Conspiracy

In illusion
Heather Volkay

mote healthy, fair competition.

I believe: Only the Americans
themselves can
and this world!

save

America

And to do so, they need to exercise their power/rights to freedom and democracy that their
Constitution has offered them.
America is the greatest country, thanks to its Constitution;
America could be the greatest

country, if it honors and respects.
that Constitution.

Unfortunately

democracy,

Why are political parties exempt

from these Laws? Hmmm...
In order to give a third and
fourth party a chance to represent ALL Americans, and give
every

American

a true choice

and voice, then we need two
rounds of elections instead of
one Tuesday.
During the first round, every American votes for his or
her favorite political party (out
of three or more), then the top

freedom and human: rights are
two parties (in terms of percentonly an illusion in this country.
age, not electoral votes) make it
The recent/current administrato the second round.
tion/government (and by that, I
After the first round, you can
mean: Republicans AND Demohave presidential debates becrats, since WWII) does not altween two candidates without
low Americans to
neglecting
anyexercise their baUnfortunately
body else.
sic rights.
That way, no

A political re. Gemocracy, freedom

form

is

NOW
ever.

more than

needed

party can weaken

and human rights are another and disonly an illusionin
:

Ralph Nader is

this country.

a presidential can-

Pt
*s natural
growth among the

population.
The Green Par-

didate, but every time he triedto _ ty’s fans can truly vote for their
join a presidential debate, he was _ party in the first round without
thrown out of the building! Daworrying about the consequencvid Cobb, the presidential canes on Democrats and_Republi-

didate of the Green Party, was

cans, and if they don't make it to

put in jail for protesting against
this!!
Why isn’t there a seat for oth-

the second round, then they can
freely vote for the Democrats,
Republicans or whoever makes
it to the second round.
That's what I call democracy and freedom of voting. Thats
the system I believe in. That's the
system I want to raise my children in.
To all students and Arcatans,
whether you're a fan of Nader,
Kerry, Bush or your neighbor,
NOW is the time to wake up.
I don't see any legitimate ar-

er

presidential

ed encouraging citizens to grow
it again. There is even a movie
about it called “Hemp for Victory” produced by the USDA in
1942 to promote hemp production. Of course, after the war, the
hemp industry was quietly shut
down again.
Hemp and marijuana are different varieties of the cannabis
plant, but the U.S. government no
longer recognizes them as such,
since the passage of the Controlled Substances Act in 1970.
The act states that cannabis is illegal altogether, therefore prohibiting the growth of hemp, even
though hemp can be grown without THC, the psychoactive agent

“

Guest Columnist

candidates

in

front of the cameras and Americans? Well, it’s very simple, because they won't win.
So what's the point of start-

ing a political party if it's never
going to win the election? Why
do we allow new political parties
to arise if they're never going to
win? Hmmm...
This country’s political system is a “two-party system”:

Right (Republicans)

and

Left

(other Republicans who like to
call themselves Democrats).

If a third party rises on either
side, it will weaken it. The Green
arose from the extreme
Left and weakened the Democrats who lost the last presidential election.
So what happens if you like

gument against this system, except, of course: it’s probably going to cost more than the current

licans? Will you choose a third
party that you like but will never
win, or will you choose the party that you dislike least and can

the fate of the world, not just

win? Either way, you're fucked!
This country has anti-monopoly laws for corporations to
allow small companies to grow
in the market, and therefore pro-

America, for at least another decade not just the next
4 years!

neither Democrats nor Repub-

Tara Apperson
Copy Chief

President Rollin Richmond
thinks marijuana should be legalized. I agree with him.
In an October meeting with
The Lumberjack staff Richmond
said, “My own personal view
is that marijuana, like alcohol,
should be legalized and should be
taxed.”
Marijuana is illegal for political
reasons, not legitimate health reasons. Marijuana is far less harmful
than alcohol, or even cigarettes.
For those who don't agree with
the recreational use of marijuana,
just look at the hemp industry.
Hemp is one of the strongest
natural fibers in the world. It can
be used for over 25,000 industrial
products, including rope, plastic,
cosmetics, textiles and paper.
Up until 1937, when the Marihuana Tax Act was passed, the
production of hemp was highly
legal and successful. Even Presidents Washington and Jefferson

Heather Volkay
is an HSU
alumna

contained in marijuana.

President Bush has spent
a few billion dollars on
eradicating marijuana
from this pristine
country, but if you ask
me, he is wasting his

time and our money.
According to drugsense.org,
610,879 people have been arrested for cannabis related crimes this
year. U.S. citizens are wasting tax

dollars on keeping people in prison for something that shouldn't
even be a crime.
This is not to say that children
should be smoking pot, or people
should be allowed to drive and
smoke pot. But it is to say that the
same regulations that apply to alcohol should apply to marijuana,
and hemp should be a resource
grown in the United States.
Marijuana does in fact have its
negative health facts; one joint has
the same amount of tar as about
four cigarettes according to the

grew it as their primary and sec-

ondary crops, respectively. When
it became apparent that hemp was
threatening the oil and timber industries, a tax was passed on it,
making it very unaffordable to
grow.
This act effectively began the
marijuana prohibition, instead
of letting people grow it here we
imported hemp from other countries. Next came WWII. After
Pearl Harbor, imports of hemp
from the Philippines were cut off,
and the U.S. government start-

Hi, I'm Joe Rogan.
Welcome back to Fear
Factor! Today, Senator
Kerry and President
Bush are matching off
for the rand prize of

Fear

factor:
be

election system. It always comes
down to money for these cor-

porate leaders, who control our
economy, our media, and therefore US.
So if we believe in the same
dream, then go out there NOW,
and get your rights and freedom
back, like you’ve done it before.
Just remember, whomever you chose yesterday, whether
Bush or Kerry, he will determine

15
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et

of the United

American Lung Association, but
marijuana isn't even on the list for
top causes of death.
The drug war facts Web site
states, “The leading causes of
death in 2000 were tobacco
(435,000

deaths;

16.6%), and alcohol consumption

(85,000 deaths; 3.5%).”

Following these are microbial
agents, toxic agents, motor vehicle accidents, incidents involving
forearms, sexual behaviors and
finally, all illicit drug use. Notice
how illicit drug use (as a whole) is
at the bottom of the list.
President Bush has spent a few
billion dollars on eradicating marijuana from this pristine country,

but if you ask me, he is wasting
his time and our money.
Yes, there needs to be regulations

and

restrictions,

Victoria's menstrual pains.
In states where it is legal for
medical uses, it is used to treat
nausea from chemotherapy, increase appetites of HIV and AIDS
patients, epilepsy and migraines,
among with many other things.
So, if you are in agreement
with this column, stay educated on your rights, and lobby for
them. The criminalization of cannabis is a political conspiracy, and
it is absolutely ridiculous for these
reasons and many more.
Tara Apperson can be reached
at
tmapp2@hotmail.com

Tired from campaigning,

George W. Bush and
John Kerry decide to end
the competition once

Ok, Johnny, you can do this...just

Don'chya

like

Hissin

Cockroaches
See folks. This man
has no conviction.
I can eat 43

‘roaches in

3 mins.

It's a simple choice.
I will make

America

safer.

~~

Major

yes,

was famously used to treat Queen

and for alll.

to eat?

Madagascar

and

there are health risks, but marijuana is by no means a threat to
our culture as a whole compared
to alcohol, cigarettes and other
drugs. It is even historically recognized for its medicinal value. It

Um, how many of these do I have

fikg in Vietnam

of total

U.S. deaths), poor diet and physical inactivity (400,000 deaths;

tates! Let's get started.
‘

18.1%

Ye

:

Freshman forward Devin Peal (23) tips the ball during practice on Monday as sophomore f orward Kevin Johnson (in white) defends.

Ray Aspuria

New era dawns for basketball at HSU
Fresh faces and fierce determination drive rebuilt men’s squad
Ray Aspuria
Photo Editor

A roster loaded with young
players, new faces, and little experience creates quite a challenge
for the HSU men’s basketball team
this season.
After finishing third place in
the nation last season with a record of 28-6 and being crowned
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference Champion, Head
Coach Tom Wood said the future
of this year’s team is uncertain.
“Last year we were senior ladened and an experienced team
that was sophisticated and developed enough in early November
to beat Reno,’ Wood said. “This
year, we're not as sophisticated
and might have a hard time beating good teams.”
Only five players are returning
this season from last year’s dominating team, including two players who were red-shirted.
Wood hopes the lack of experience the team currently has can

be made up by the athleticism he
sees in his players. He added that
he wants to see if the team can
turn what seems to be a negative

with its youth into a positive.
“I'm hoping the athleticism we
have is an advantage over other
teams,’ Wood said. “We have to
be cerebral, use our heads and be
more crafty.”
The lack of a good low post
player, good outside shooting, and
a

stout

point

guard this year
are the three
major concerns

for Wood.

“’mnotsure

right now if we
can
duplicate
that

likes all of his players.
“We have two seniors—guard

wants his players to have fun.
“I want my guys to be as joyous
Jordan Feramisco and forward—
as grade school children headcenter Aaron Hungerford, who
ing out for recess,” Wood said.
can hopefully step up,” Wood
“Of course I would like to vie for
said. “But no one has stepped up
a conference championship, but I
and said ‘I’m the go-to guy”
want our guys to have joy.”
But that doesn’t bother Wood
Despite the exodus of veteran
players and the in“I want my guys to be as joyous as grade school flux of new ones,
children heading out for recess. Of course I would Wood said he isn't
to make any
like to vie for a conference championship, but I going
major changes to
Want our guys to have joy.”
the team’s past offensive and defen-

[success

of last year],
Wood said. “Without a dominate post player you're in trouble.
Without good outside shooting
you're in trouble. And without a
point guard to be your leader
you're in trouble.”
He added the team has the
players with the ability to win

Tom Wood

Wood couldn't pinpoint which
player or players immediately

stand out in his mind but said he

detract from the.faet that Wood

games, but no one has stepped up
to claim the leadership role with-

in the team.

“We are going to tailor our
system to reflect what we have,”
Wood said. “We might end up
pressing more, but the system is
similar to the one last year.”
As the team’s first matchup on
Saturday approaches, Wood said
the team is not prepared for the
game. Wood is glad, however, that
he will have the opportunity to
evaluate the team’s performance
before the season starts.
“I don’t think we are very prepared,” Wood said. “We have a
new system and new guys and de-

men’s basketball coach

all that much as he likes the team
to be one of good players and not
a one-man team.
As the season progresses,
Wood said he wants to be able to
look back and see that his team
has improved over time.
“What Id like to be at the end
of the year is an improved team,”
Wood said. “We should be good
when we start and better at the
end.”
But improving his team doesn’t

sive systems.

spite 15 practices, it’s too early in
the year to determine where we
are, but we have to play in order
to get ready.”
With his team’s first matchup
already in sight, Wood said the
Dec. 2 game with Alaska Fairbanks in Alaska is another game
he marked in his calendar.
“It will be our first major test
being our first conference game,’
Wood said. “We can measure
ourselves and get a good idea of
where we are as a team.”
The team is favored to win our
division, and ranked second in
the nation, Wood added. “Playing
them is like taking a final exam
blind-folded”
In Saturday's game the "Jacks
play against the Northwest AllStars. Tip-off is at 7 p.m. in HSU’s
East Gym, and tickets can be obtained from the HSU Ticket Office located in the bookstore.
The team will also see home
action on Nov. 9, in an exhibition
game against Southern Oregon.
Tip-off is at 7 p.m.
Ray Aspuria can be reached at

acoustic. biues@verizon.net
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COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
Sat.. Nov, 6
Humboldt State
vs. Western Washington

at 1 p.m.
in Redwood Bowl
HSU sophomore
blocker and Arcata
i native Kristin Kinzer
(second from left)
sets up a pass as
freshman setter Ashley
5 Jucksch (15) assists
and junior libero Maya
Domoto (2) watches
during Thursday’s
match against Central
Washington. The 'Jacks
lost the match to the
undefeated Wildcats in
three games.

Lae
Last HSU Football
Game of the Year
Jolly Jumps for the Kids!
Two jumping stazons will be set up in the southeast end of
Redwood
Bow! for children.

COLLEGE

Sat.. Nov. 6
Humboldt State vs. Northwest All-Stars

Cerena Johnson

Volleyball sees tough losses
Everson Corrigan
Staff writer

After being on the road for two
weeks, the ‘Jacks volleyball team
returned home last week to go up
against two long-time rivals.
On Thursday night the unde
feated Central Washington Wild
cats met up with the ‘Jacks and on

Saturday the Saint Martin Saints
came

down

to play the ‘Jacks in

the HSU East Gym.
After losing to the Wildcats
in a shutout earlier in the season,

Humboldt had to step up its game
if it was going to improve its con-

ference standings.
The ‘Jacks starters got the first
game going with a defensive strategy that allowed them to play with
fierce kills and digs. HSU sophomore outside hitter Courtney
Lee, senior middle blocker Erin
Jackson

and

senior

outside

hit-

amazing 14-3 lead against the
Jacks early in the third game
thanks to the serving of McGahuey. Coming out of the break it

kept her serving on target to get
the lead for the "Jacks. The Saints

seemed that the ‘Jacks lost some

gained momentum

of their momentum and began to
play an excessive game. The desire of the ‘Jacks to get back in the
game resulted in long shots that
only returned possession of the

hitter Kristen Ponce, however,
and pulled together to take back
the game.
Although Barnum

ball to the Wildcats.
The ‘Jacks, however, began to

come back, holding the Wildcats at 20 while they proceeded
to score 17 points. After his players let the ball just drop, Wildcats
Head Coach Mario Andaya-called
a timeout. His words inspired the
Wildcats to get back on track, and
his team finished up the game and
match, 30-26.
On Saturday the ‘Jacks went up

against the Saints in a four-game
match that had all of the fans on
the edge of their seats.
In game one, Barnum and

ter Jessica Murray kept the team
scoring while junior libero Maya
Domoto picked up some excellent
saves. Their performance however, wasn't as consistent as Wildcats’ middle blocker LeAnne McGahuey and outside hitter LaQue
Branch. The game went to Central Washington 30-25.
The second game was almost
an exact duplicate of the first.
Jackson and Murray kept the tension high as the ‘Jacks put the
Wildcats to shame on many plays
and rallies. Freshman outside hitter Juli Barnum found an open
spot and took full advantage of it
early in the game.
Of the games played, this one
contained HSU’s longest rally. Despite the team’s sloppy attempts, the Wildcats kept themselves in the game, pulling off a

two was in the hands of HSU.

victory with a score of 30-25.
The Wildcats got off to an

Kinzer led the offensively minded
Jacks with a devastating kill early

®

Murray again led the ‘Jacks offen-

sively with Lee landing a beautiful ace. The Saints played strong,
getting many of their points from
outside hitter Stephanie Beck and
libero

Jacque

Buchanan.

Middle

blocker Christy Hurley, who has
posed a strong threat to the ‘Jacks
in past matches, was handled well
by sophomore blockers Kristen
Kinzer and Erin Philips.
A damaging kill from Murray
gave the "Jacks a 29-27 lead. The
Saints, however, were able to land
two points in a row giving them

the advantage at 29-30. Needing
only one point to win, the Saints
sent a kill to an empty corner to
win the game 31-29.
After switching sides, game

in the game after another lengthy
rally. Lee tied the game 9-9 and

from outside

at 7 p.m. in HSU’s East Gym
Get your men's basketball tickets in advance at the following locations
HSU Bookstore
Ticket Office
(MSU Sardents! Get your free Screw in advance of the Ticket Office)
Phitip's Cemera in Arcets on the piars
Sport & Cycie in Eureka
Pro Sport Center in Eureka
HSU men's basketball 2004-05 home schedule
Sat.

Now
6 va NW Al-Stars
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the Jacks lost 25-30.
After the break, the Jacks went

Loom

strong into the third game of the
match and got some key points
early on. The Saints played harder though and got a comfortable
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lead of 20-7.
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Hike quiet redwood trails...
Bike Northcoast by ways.
POLO

UULRI Am CaaS

aT area

then again at 28. Jacks freshman

setter Ashley Jucksch was going
to take the serve to win the match
but Head Coach Sue Woodstra
substituted her with junior setter
Tonya Fredrick.
Fredrick’s serve was returned
and the Saints tied the game 2929. In a matter of seconds Humboldt took back the game and
won with a score of 31-29.
The ‘Jacks tasted victory but it
did not last long. The Saints pulled
together early on and maintained

Thur

Tues Nov Svs So Oregon, 79m

Sat. Nov 20 va Monterey
Bay 7pm
Sat Dec
1! ve Holy Names Bom
Set Oec 18 ve Ranisiaus, 7 pm
Sun Dec 19 vs Sonoma & 7pm
us Dec. 30 va BYU Hawa 7pm
Mon. Jan Jve Notre Dame Tom
Sat

landed a nice ace late in the game,

Then the ‘Jacks began to land
kill and dig one after the other.
They shortened the Saints’ lead
and slowly brought themselves
up 20-22. It was at this point that
Saints’ players Ponce and Beck
collided with one another in an
attempt to maintain their lead.
The game was soon tied at 23 and

BASKETBALL

ea

supplies and clothing

Petzl,

Black Diamond

Metolius

Climbing gear

Prana active

Wear

oer
Climbing

crv
shoe
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rentals

many

forceful kills and breath-holding
rallies, Humboldt again lost to the
Saints, this time 24-30.
HSU falls to 2-19 overall and
1-13 in conference after the losses.
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Everson Comigan can be reached at

eoc3@humboldt.edu
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Tofu Snack Products

at these Campus Outlets ...
at HSU
* The Depot
* South Campus Marketplace. _

Karen Wilkinson

HSU quarterback Jason Baughman (14) passes to tight
end Justin Heimiller (16) as Western Oregon defends on
Sept. 25 at Redwood Bowl.
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Creager leads HSU
past WOU, 39-33
Senior wide receiver Dustin
Creager made six critical catches during two touchdown drives,
helping Humboldt State come
from behind for a 39-33 win over
Western Oregon in a Great Northwest Athletic Conference football
game Saturday in Oregon.
In earning the win with two
fourth-quarter touchdowns, the
Lumberjacks improved their record to 5-4 overall and 3-2 in the
GNAC. They finish the season at
home on Saturday against Western Washington with a chance to
achieve the program's first winning season since 1995.

How to Make $ and
Gain Experience:
Pursue

an Internship in your field of study. The Career

Center overflows with on-line resources. Here are just a
few
examples of the available opportunities:
www.humboldt.edu/ ~ career
MonsterTRAK > login > Job opportunities > Internships > Enter MonsterTRAK# or search
Artistic & Production Interns
Berkeley Repertory Theatre

(Berkeley, CA)
* $4,000 stipend
MonsterTRAK#

+ housing
102505681

Naturalist Interns
Foothill Horizon Outdoor School
(Sonora, CA)

* $54/day

+ room & board

MonsterTRAK#

102505085

Biotechnology Interns
Genentech
(South San Francisco, CA)
* monthly stipends & benefits
MonsterTRAK# 102506000

Interns w/ Fortune 500 Companies
UNCF-United Negro College Fund
(National)
* stipends

+

MonsterTRAK#

$10,000 scholarships
102505079

...stop by Nelson Hall West

130

Trailing 26-25 early in the
fourth quarter, the "Jacks went to
their primary weapon and the nation’s No. 3 ranked receiver in division. Creager responded with
a 39-yard reception from senior
quarterback Jason Baughman.
After a 25-yard connection to junior running back Daniel Nembhard, who kept the drive moving,
Creager finished it off with an 8yard touchdown reception.
Creager made another great
catch on the ‘Jacks’ two-point
conversion to give HSU a 33-26
lead. Creager finished the day
with 14 receptions, one short of
the single-game record he set earlier this season, accumulating a
career-high 211 yards.
The ’Jacks quickly regained
possession of the ball when senior
linebacker Nick White picked off
quarterback Denny Bies’ pass at
the Western Oregon 35-yard line.
Following a holding penalty that
moved the ‘Jacks back, Creager
came up with catches of 16 and
——

aa

20 yards before scoring the gamewinning touchdown on another
8-yard reception.
Western Oregon kept the pressure on, taking advantage of a
bad snap on a Lumberjack punt
attempt to gain the ball on the
HSU 35-yard line with 2:35 remaining. A completed pass from
Bies to wide receiver Luke Carter advanced the ball to the one,
and running back Kyle Blank ran
it across three plays later to pull
WOU within six points.
Also contributing to HSU’s
air attack was senior wide receiv-

er Brandon Wetsel, who had four
catches for 66 yards, including two
touchdown receptions. Baughman finished the game with 25
completions in 44 attempts, passing for 348 yards and four touchdowns, with one interception.
Humboldt’s
running
game
kept the "Jacks on track in the
first half, helping them recover
from an early 7-0 deficit. Nembhard scored the go-ahead touchdown on a 10-yard run with 3:26
remaining in the first quarter, finishing off a nine-play, 98-yard
drive that put HSU ahead 13-7.
White fueled the Jacks’ defen-

sive effort, finishing with a teamhigh 11 tackles, including two
tackles for lost yardage.
Western Oregon received a
standout performance from Carter, who had eight catches for 129
yards and a touchdown. Bies
completed 24 of 44 passes for 276
yards and three touchdowns, with
one pass interception.
Courtesy of Sports information
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Glassblowers

815 9th st. On the Plaza, Arcata

*

Open 7 days a week

F

Monday—Friday

10:30-6:30

Saturday 10—6pm
Sen

aot

Sunday

,

11-5pm

November 2nd-11ith
20%

With Proof of voting.

Erik Schjeide

Arcata native and HSU freshman midfielder Karen Camilli (in white) attempts a shot
against Central Washington defenders in the teams’ last matchup Sept. 11 in Arcata.

BE SERPS 2h

‘Jacks blank Wildcats 1-0
Senior forward Mary Gessel
scored the lone goal of the game
as Humboldt State's womens soccer team earned a 1-0 shutout
win over the Central Washington
Wildcats,
aveng-

ingal-Oloss tothe
Cats from earlier in
ele
Lumber-

The
jacks

Candles,

she beat Wildcats keeper Christina Nordmark one-on-one after
receiving a pass from senior mid-

Xe 9¢ fe SEG

fielder Lesa Lewis.

The goal was Ges-

“The game was back and forth the whole
time. Central never quit, but it was great tO

sel’s fifth of the season

\ nite Lewis recorded

|

get out of here with a win and a shutout.”

her fourth assist.

| Se

The

:

to

improved

Handblown

Gessel’s goal came just over

get out of here with a win and a
shutout.”

com-

"Jacks
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defeat Saturday. 3
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Humboldt State played the final 16 minutes of the game short-

beno’s shot, taking a 2-0 lead goHumboldt State found itself overwhelmed by a superior Simon _ ing into the game's halftime.
§
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‘The "Jacks’ loss “Our guys worked as hard as they could, but card for steppingon
dropped the team we had a hard time keeping we with them Simon Fraser play-
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Humboldt Counties
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the 34th minute on Brendan Sta-_11-4-1 overall.

Fraser squad in a6-0 men'ssoccer
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Courtesy of Sports Information

goals. The Clan scored

day after a hard-fought road win,

more!

INSIGN

Fraser
‘Jacks overwhelmed byagain inSimon
Simon Fraser, who improved to
Back on the field only one

Incense and so much

We have the largest disc golf selection in the county!
Free course maps. Support your local disc golf club.
Become a Par Infinity Member today!

plete their final road
trip of the season
Monday when they
travel to face Western Washington at noon.

HSU sophomore goalkeeper
Staci Self earned her sixth shutout of the season as she had eight
saves on the Wildcats’ 14 shots.

Glass, Action figures,
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Andy Cumbo
;
HSU
SU women’s soccer coach

5-5 in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference with
the win and 10-6-1 overall. The
Wildcats dropped to 2-8 in the
GNAC and 5-13 overall.
“The game was back and forth
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Great gifts for everyone in the family!

five minutes into the game when

tral never quit, but it was great to
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The Holidays are just around the corner!

Team avenges loss to Central Washington earlier in season
the whole time,’ said Humboldt
Head Coach Andy Cumbo. “Cen-
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You've died and gone to

heaven. What's the first
thing that God says to you?
: Name: Cody
1 Riffle
1 Year: Junior
Major:
Undecided

“You're going to want to pull up a
chair.’

Name: Jennifer
Keele

rs

Year:

_| Sophomore
a Major:
Psychology
courtesey of www.peopleunderthestairs.net

Thes One and Double K of People Under the Stairs will be at Rumours Lounge in Eureka Friday Night.

“Sorry, wrong door. You're
downstairs.”
Name: Cristina
Ventura

ad Year: Junior

Major:
Communication

PEOPLE UNDER THE STAIRS
BRING STEP FIVE TO EUREKA

Signing with one of San Francisco's more popular under-

Its rhymes reflect the shades of every day b-boy and b-girl
life, capturing the sounds of the city and the soul. Using styles
from artists of the past (like looped music which is a progression
of the DJ going back and forth using funky breaks), The P’s style
of using looped music and scratching arrests the message and
the soul and presents it to the audience.
The P's albums prove that it has its own style and isn't ready
to fall into the hip-hop category at the neighborhood Borders
bookstore. This duo’ second album, “Questions in the Form of
Answers, owns its funky loops, crisp scratching and smiles with

ground record labels, Om Records, The P went on their first tour
in 1999.
They will be representing their fifth full-length album en-

ing beats, the sounds of cracking open cold beverages, and the

Shyama Kuver
Staff Writer

Representing Los Angeles to the fullest, The People Under

the Stairs’ Thes One and Double K will be making their way to
Humboldt County on Friday, at Rumours Lounge in Eureka.
It's been six years since the duo came out with their debut album “The Next Step.” With its unique blend of old and new they
reached a wide audience and had many labels riding on their ev-

ery arpeggio.

“During your time on earth, what
did you do to make the planet a

titled “Stepfather” on Friday night with Dooley-O, a producer

better place for the people of the

from the East Coast.
The P sincerely gives its audience the good feeling of old-

future.”

school hip-hop. It’s music is far from the synthetic and massproduced music that is shown on cable.

Name:
Omar Avedafio
Year: Junior

Major: Business
Administration

“You went to the wrong place,
Son:

.

“

According to the duo, they refuse to use keyboards. Instead
they create their music completely from the records they dig out
of record shops and surrounding inner-city sprawl.
Everything they construct is a testimony to the DIY spirit
of hip-hop. Their songs are recorded on a simple eight track in
Thes’ bedroom and there are no studio tricks involved.
Together, both members dig for records, produce the beats
and lyrics, scratch, design the artwork and construct the albums.
By doing everything without samplers, they present some of the
most personal music available in this era of hip-hop.
Unlike many other hip-hop artists of today, The P can only
be called classically new. It is classic because they will, without a
doubt, stand the test of time. Their music rides peacefully along
on an old-school style and soul. It's new because they hold a
taste for the ears of music lovers, who have been waiting for a
sound like theirs. With a sound that can be described as a cross
between Sugar Hill Gang, Jurassic 5 and Lootpack, The P develops a style that is all its own.

a refreshing outlook towards hip-hop.
Their personal flare packed with the spirit of deep poundfeeling of digging through crates and finding a Mantronix album takes us all back to a time when hip-hop was about real
life. Back to a time when listeners felt a real connection with the
musician.
“,..Or Stay Tuned,” The P’s fourth album released in the summer of 2003, brought back to the listener the days of rollerskates, fresh fades, lemonade, sunny-Sunday afternoon barbecues and water-gun fights. Lighthearted and fun, this album is
silently bold within the hip-hop industry today.
Today's music, from hip-hop to soul, is missing what James
Brown brought to the turntables with the b-boy anthem, “Give it
up or Turn it Loose,” and Aretha Franklin's b-boy classic, “Rock
Steady.” The P brings it back but doesn’t deface it.
The P gives its listeners a longing for the days of the Cold
Crush 4 battling the Fantastic 5, which in turn allows for the
classics to live on through the new but with the same truth they
held years ago.
If you want to get down to some lighthearted bottomless
beats, hip-swaying and neck bouncing music, go to Rumoyrs on
Friday night. Tickets are $7 in advance and $10 at the door. The
ladies get in free before 9:45 p.m.
Shyama Kuver can be reached at

srk11@humboldt.edu
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Reggae group has its finger on
|
the pulse of politics

[SCENE]

Ahnie Litecky
Forum Editor

Steel Pulse, one of the most popular reggae groups to come out of England, is touring with their first album in seven years, “African Holocaust” and will play in the Kate
Buchanan Room tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. The concert will also feature special guests The
Southland.
Steel Pulse has been hailed as the successor to Bob Marley. Led by singer and songwriter David Hinds, the band ernploys a distinct reggae beat, infusing its rootsy music with
rasta harmonies.
The band is famous for their political and social messages, focusing on issues of racism and oppression.
Steel Pulse won a Grammy in 1986 for “Babylon the Bandit,” and have received nominations for four other albums, but its path to success has been rocky.
The group entered the British punk scene in 1975 with their single “Kibudu, Mansetta
and Abuku.” Steel Pulse initially had a difficult time finding shows because of their Rastafarian beliefs. The punk scene welcomed the band and it opened for groups like the Clash,
Generation X and the Police.
They also toured with the Rock Against Racism movement, a group of musicians who
spoke out against racial intolerance and Nazi organizations.
After finding a more natural niche touring with Burning Spear, Island Records picked
up the group. The record label released the single “Ku Klux Klan,” about the evils of racism
and in 1978Steel Pulse released its first album “Handsworth Revolution.” Critics and fans
praised the album as politically ferocious and a classic in British reggae.
In 1980 that reputation was diminished with the release of “Caught You” which featured dance tracks and love songs, a stark contrast to their earlier album.
Besides this album, Steel Pulse’s music in the 1980s was decidedly political, addressing
issues like apartheid in South Africa, racism and nuclear proliferation.
The relationship with Island Records fell apart because of the band’s decision to try to
break into the U.S. market with “Reggae Fever.” The song was not well received by American fans, so Steel Pulse moved to Elektra and released “True Democracy” in 1982. That
album made the U.S. pop and R&B charts, marking Steel Pulse’s American debut.
“Babylon the Bandit” won a Grammy in 1986, but sold poorly and alienated older fans,
so Elektra dropped the group.

THE SHARP
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THE ELECTRIC EYE

Although Steel Pulse still had not gotten full commercial approval in the United States,
it continued to use elements of dance and urban R& B to appeal to a mainstream audience. The band reemerged on MCA Records in 1988 with “State of Emergency.” In 1991
they released “Victims,” featuring the single “Taxi driver.”
Staying true to the message of this song, in 1992 Steel Pulse brought a $1 million class
action lawsuit against the New York Taxi and Limousine Commission. The band accused
New York taxi drivers of discriminating against black people, particularly Rastafarians,
throughout New York City.
The group continued its American political activities by becoming the first reggae
band to play at a presidential inaugural celebration, when they performed at Bill Clinton's
request in 1993. Their last album was the 1999 release “Living Legacy,’ a collection of live
performances.
General tickets are $27.50 in advance and $30 at the door. HSU student tickets are $25
in advance and $27.50 at the door.
Tickets are available at the HSU University Ticket Office in the bookstore, the Works
in Eureka and Arcata and The Metro.
Ahnie Litecky can be reached at

estauran

UPCOMING SHOWS:
Saturday, Nov. 6
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Steel Pulse will perform brand new songs in the KBR tomorrow night
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Vallejo rap artist Andre Hicks,
better known as Mac Dre, was
gunned down early on Monday
in Kansas City, Mo., where he was
performing a show. According to
allhiphop.com and the San Francisco Chronicle, Hicks was heading north on Highway 71 at 3: 30
am in a white van after performing a show when someone in another vehicle opened fire.
The 34-year-old rap artist
was ejected from the van after it
crashed and was pronounced dead
at the scene. The driver of the vehicle crawled form the wreckage
and called for help. Kansas City
police officers told the Kansas
City Star that Hicks died as a result of gunshot wounds.
Hicks gained notoriety in the
Bay Area underground rap scene
in the early ‘90s. His associations
with northside Vallejo’s infamous
“Romper Room Gang” earned

him a 5-year stay in prison for his
part in a series of bank robberies
and pizza parlor stickups. Hicks
was released from prison in 1996
and had recently started his own
record label, Thizz Ent., and began releasing raps with political
themes. Hicks had released more
than a dozen albums over the
course of his career. His second
compilation album, “The Best of
Mac Dre II,” is scheduled for release Nov. 16.
MC Manifest, a local rapper
originally from the Bay Area and
contemporary of Hicks, says he is
saddened by the rapper's death.
“Just when you thought it was
safe” MC Manifest said, “It ain't”
Kansas City police currently
have no suspects in the shooting
and no motive has been identified.
Compiled by Sarah Lewers
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Subtle sounds
Antonio Muniz
On Nov. 8 you can buck those lazy Monday
blues by heading down to The Placebo at 6 p.m.
sharp for a heavy helping of premium live music, brought to you by those great folks at Female Fun and the Placebo.
The shows headliner will be Subtle, a new
side group featuring Dose-One and Jel, who
are also members of the bands CLOUDead
and Themselves; all on the Bay Area based la-

bel, Anticon.

Saw

Luis Molina
Prduction Manager

“Saw” is about Jigsaw — a seri-

al killer who preys on people who
despise their lives. In the past, Jigsaw has made people run through
barbwire, he has made people ignite themselves and other bedizen
acts.
Saw is both disturbing and enjoyable. It has romanticized gore
that can be described as amateur
at best. Add that to the horrible
acting and Saw becomes a classic
in the B-Movie genre.
The entire film is nothing less
than a build up to the most disturbing idea.
It is a single moment that takes
about 30 seconds before the credits start rolling.
To say what it is, would be to
ruining the film. But just imagine
how a cow feels when the tacocart owner goes to the farm on a
shopping spree.
An added bonus of “Saw” is
the hint of humor. Most of it is
at the end of the film and seldom
through the rest of it.
The film doesn’t only have one
scare. There are a couple other generic scares scattered through the
rest of the film.
The strength of the film lies in
its plot. It is intricate with diablerie machination.
Saw delivers the gory visuals most horror-film fans enjoy.
If you are a sadist, this is the film
for you.
Luis Molina can be reached at

ifm7@humboidt.edu

_

and melodics.

Special to The Lumberjack
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er trio of guitar, bass and drums but
augments it with the addition of keyboards, samplers, cellos, woodwinds

Anticon is the same label that features such
acts as Deep Puddle Dynamics, Buck 65 and
Sage Francis. The Arm and Extravaganza tour
is rolling into town to promote Subtle’s debut
CD, “New White.”
Due to the collection of instruments utilized
by their band members, Subtle comprises many
different areas of the musical spectrum. The six
man group makes use of the traditional pow-

All these different instruments
make for an avant-garde sound that
would be fit to listen to while cruising
through a black hole in deep space.
That being said, Subtle’s sound is
definitely on the path less traveled but
that helps the band to ladle out a fresh
serving of raw rock.
Also on the bill for the evening is
Frog Eyes, Chinese Radio (indie rock
from San Francisco), Stereoprimer
courtesey o wae
Icon.com
and the indescribable DJ Thanksgiv- DoseOne and Jel make up the foundation of
ing Brown. Be advised slackers, this is Subtle and
will play at The Placebo Monday.
an early show (6 p.m.) so don't be late.
by the building that looks like an elementary
Tickets are $6 with a Placebo membership
school. Then just get out of the car and follow
or $8 without.
your ears.
To get to The Placebo take Samoa Blvd. and
take a right on Pacific if you're coming from the
Antonio Muniz can be reached at
North or a left on Pacific if you're coming from
the South. Take a Left on Peninsula and park
am27@humboldt.edu
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to NCAA division II national championships for the last

two years.
“Considering the West is the most competitive division
in college rowing, I think we are doing fantastic,’ Robin
Meiggs, coach of the women's crew team for the past 12
years, said. Humboldt was one of only 15 teams invited to
compete at nationals.
The team was invited to compete in both the eight (person boat) and the four (person boat). The four, which had
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seasons
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For next season Meiggs is paying particular attention

to the crew that won the four last season she hopes to incorporate some of what she saw in that team into the fu-

ture crews.

eae

Having never witnessed the Humboldt women’s crew
team practice, it would be easy to assume that this small
group is the team, but in time several more boats, each
carrying another eight women, appear from the darkness.
The boats glide through the water with deceivingly little effort. A few small motorized boats, each carrying a coach,
follows the women through the water. The coaches shout
words of direction and praise to the rowers.
This full-scale production takes place nearly every day
of the week. Anyone witnessing the scene would have to
agree that these women are truly committed, and the fall
is not even a competitive season. “Our life is crew, and we
love it,’ said Maral Attallah, a fourth year sociology major.
It’s this passion for the sport that has led women’s crew

oo

rowing a long, thin boat that flanks the dock.

——a

eight women sit motionless, giving their undivided attention to another woman who is explaining the intricacies of

Women's team
makes nationals last

See CREW, pg. 25

eS

air sweeps the bay. The only sounds are cars passing on the

bridge high above and a boat engine in the distance. The

“More points are awarded to eights,” said Jolie Smith, a
fourth year international studies major. “Id say we did really well considering we were invited to compete in both
the eight and the four this year.”
The women on the crew team are careful not to place
too much emphasis on winning.
“Rowing is misunderstood,’ Meiggs said. “It's so physically demanding, and these girls recognize that they've
done something fantastic by just getting to nationals. That's
what counts.”
The crew team acknowledges that their sport is not
friendly to spectators, but Attallah also believes that “People are too obsessed with winning. They have no idea what
it takes to sit in a boat where no one talks and move as
one.”

Sa

water. Pacing is necessary to stay warm as a frigid breath of

first for Humboldt to advance.

AEN.

Humboldt Bay. It’s still dark out. The only light comes from
the Samoa Bridge and is reflected off the glassy tranquil

nationals. The eight finished second, and needed to finish
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It’s 5:30 a.m. A group of eight women sit on a dock in
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CREW: dedication translates to early, cold mornings

Continued from pg. 24

“They (the four) started every race behind,” Meiggs said. “[But] they were calm and had the confi-

ing. Last year the crew team drummed up $40,000 by
working at HSU football games (concessions, cleanup) and from a walk-a-thon organized by the team
to pay for its boats, trips, food and hotels.

dence to overcome. They did yoga before every race
which I believe helped them maintain their calm”
In comparison, the
The coaches undereight were a little flum- “Rowing is misunderstood. It’s so stand that the women
moxed in the start of last
physically demanding, and these need all the free time they
year’s nationals but still
can get and try to arrange
had the strength to catch gir ls recognize that they’ve done
trips to leave late Friday.
up and come in a close something fantastic by just getting They maintain an opensecond.
Overall
they
door policy so anyone on
to nationals. That’s what counts.”
should have been faster,
the team can come and
Meiggs said.
talk to them.
The devotion the athRobin Meiggs
_Improved quality of
letes have for their sport
HSU women’s crew team coach
life, such as making great
extends beyond what is
friends and being in great
seen in practice. Due to early practice hours and
shape, are also bonuses to being a part of the team,
weekends on the road, much of their social life has
Smith said.
to be sacrificed.
As for the women’s third consecutive trip to na“I learned to balance things in my life,” Smith said.
tionals, Meiggs said, “it all comes down to January,”
“I'm able to be a part of crew, go to school and work
“We'll see if the girls come back in shape,” Meiall during the week, but I actually get to bed pretty
ggs said.
late. It helps to live with other crew members who
understand.” Smith and Attallah are roommates.
Tyson Ritter can be reached at
The team is also constantly involved in fundraistcr7@humboidt.edu
aaa
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HSU women’s crew went to the NCAA national championships the past two years. The
team rows at dawn on the Humboldt Bay.
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Man chose evil...

disobeying God's direct instructions.
Fellowship with God was
broken because God cannot fellowship with sinners (evil doers)...
and man was lost.
Genesis 3:11; 3:23-24
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A rotting seal carcass, dissected for a marine mammals class, took over the area in
front of science-C for a week recently.
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I may not eat meat, but apprently I have to witness
rotting carcasses. About three weeks ago, in front of
science-C, I saw students from the marine mammals
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class dissecting a seal right outside the front door of
the building. I thought it was a little weird, but I ignored it for the sake of science.
One week later, in the same spot, I discovered the
seal again. But now it was fully dissected and rotting
outside. The smell was just about as bad as the sight,
and the flies were a swarmin.
It was probably the most disgusting thing I had
ever seen, and I certainly didn’t appreciate that it was
in plain view of the public eye.
Milton Boyd, the chair of the biological sciences
department said it is common for the department
to receive animals that wash up on shore and are already dead, and that HSU has a permit that allows

for their dissection.
If an animal is already dead, then feel free to dissect it, I do believe in the importance of science. But

please, do it inside.

People have been kicking the dissection dust up
for years, going back and forth about the constitutionality of forcing people to do it for education. I

never even thought about the issue of forcing people

to look at it until now.

Dissecting frogs in high school was never really a
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problem. They were already dead—what could I do?
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I thought anyone who refused to do it was weak. But

line
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822-1909

the seal carcass I saw on campus shines new light on
the issue.

A large portion of the vegan lifestle is about the
protection of animal rights, hence the concerns

about killing thousands of frogs, cats, and pig fetuses.
In California, a law passed in 1988 stated that any
pupil who has a moral opposition to the dissecting,

harming or destruction of animals has the right to
notify his or her instructor of the objection. If the

teacher sees fit, he or she can provide the pupil with
an alternative lesson, such as a computer program.
The alternative assignment should require the same
time and effort as the dissection, no more and no
less, and the pupil should not be discriminated.
If a computer program can be just as effective as
the real thing, then it should not be the alternative,
but the method of choice.
Dissection is not the only issue when it comes
to scientific research involving animals and animal
rights. There's also the abuse of living, breathing
creatures, all for the sake of greener grass and the
cosmetic liner that makes one's eyes appear larger.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

requires that all new chemical products be tested.
“Many of these tests are performed on animals, in
which the unfortunate creatures are forced to ingest
or inhale such products as weed-killers, oven cleaners, cosmetics and paint. For example, caustic chemicals may be forced into dogs’ eyes or smeared into
the raw, shaved heads of rabbits,” according to the
FDA Web site.
Unfortunately, the use of animals to learn more
about ourselves may be in vain.
According to www.navs.org, “Animals and nonhuman animals do have much in common. All mammals have lungs, hearts and immune systems. So in
the 1700s and 1800s, it made sense to think that we
could learn something about lung disease, heart disease and diseases of the immune system from experimenting on non-human mammals.”
Upon closer examination, it was discovered that
only humans suffer from AIDS, coronary artery disease, and a very small number of animals contract
lung cancer from smoking.
So the next time you have to dissect a cat, pig,
seal, frog or worm, or the next time you buy shampoo that rubbed was in the eyes of little bunnies, remember the pictures shown above.

Tara Apperson can be reached at
tmapp2@hotmail.com
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Still Smoking?
End the Contradiction!

spend most of our time in a

cold, bitter hole with raging

red walls. And we need assistance from outsiders.
1. used reading glosses

Wildwood

removal of asbestos

Gre:

3 basketball

StudentUniverse.com

the

more the better
i

OCS

yea

3. mini fridge

CHOICHELADIRISIE. Proje
t

for Information & Resources
707-443-8019 ‘ www

humfice.ong/ choice
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coffee moker

—. Pos

dorts

1, dishsoop ond spongues
11. henging plants

RQ. artist to point mural
13. neu conpet

ryan

a

1027 I St. Arcata, CA 822-6264
~ Any donations are greatly ap-

preciated. Please call 826-3271
or stop by our lovely den, in Nel-

Annual Holiday
SAMPLE SALE
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Healing Waters Bookstore
4677 Valley West BI. Arcata
Wholesale prices on sterling silver jewelry, semi-precious beads,
pearls, loose stones, samples, discontinued styles and more!
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION!

Restocking Saturday morning
Friday, November

Sth 4 pm-S

pm

Saturday, November 6th 10 am-4 pm

BLOWOUT
1049

SALE - Sat. Nov. 6th from 2 - 4 pm
NEW

LOCATION!

Samoa

Blyd. 4B,

Areata

826-9941
Now Open: Tuesdays 12-9pm_

cee.

. Wed.
- Fri. 10am-

~ Books for Spiritual. Growth, Scri
Worship CDs - All musical

Reference Works, Recovery

94
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Humboldt Healing Rooms, same location:_
Private Healing Prayer by trained teams
the sick or
mea |
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Club recruits women engineers
HSU Society of Women Engineers also supports ERE students
et
*

eo

has a student branch. SWE is also

$

f

organized into regions. Northern
California is grouped with Ha-

La,

waii and Reno. ERE senior Jen-

nifer Beard will be attending this
year’s SWE regional conference at
Chico in February.

At the conferences, students
and professionals give workshops
and speeches. Last year, Rego gave

or
as

a

.

.

ourtesy of

SW

Back standing: Michael Moore, and Nicole Campbell. Middle row: Orion Backman,
Christine Backman, Beth Werner, Eileen Cashman, and Jennifer Beard. Front row:
Jessa Rego, Nicole Braafladt, Kris Baker, and Hannah Schembri.
Patrick Brown
neers around the country.
to become engineers.
Science Editor
“You don't have to be a womSWE has 16 members at HSU,
an engineer (to support SWE),
and they pay yearly dues of $20 to
Though the HSU environmenyou
just
have
to
like
us,”
said
SWE
national SWE in support of their
tal resources engineering departefforts at job protection for pregment has..a female chair and a president Jessa Rego, an ERE senior.
nant engineers, and helping to
higher percentage of female stuThe
HSU
branch
of
SWE
is
a
stop
sexual harassment, in addidents than other engineering protion to the educational services
club of men and women who programs nationwide, women still
provided through SWE clubs on
vide a support group for the feonly account for a third of the
male ERE majors for the duration
campuses.
students.
of their time-it often takes five to
SWE has professional branches
The disparity is greater nationsix
years-in
a
tough
engineering
and
student branches. Often, the
wide, which is why the Society of
program, and help motivate local
student and professional branchWomen Engineers (SWE) helps
support and recruit women engi- junior high and high school girls es interact, but Humboldt only

a workshop on teambuilding.
Rego said that it was motivating to see three women on the
HSU ERE faculty, and to meet
women engineers at the regional
conference in Berkeley last year.
“If they can do it, I can do it,’
_ Rego said.
Beard joined SWE her freshman year in order to do outreach
volunteer work with young girls.
SWE’s outreach mostly targets
junior high girls to motivate them
to think about engineering. They
are involved with Expand Your
Horizons, a program that HSU
organizes for local junior high
girls. The science and math departments all give presentations,
and SWE will be representing the
ERE department. Each girl chooses from over fifty workshops.
They have a flume, a six-by-

three-foot model of a river that
they use to demonstrate waterflow modeling.

For the Girl Scouts, however,
SWE will be conducting a demonstration on river hydraulics on
Nov. 13 using that large contrap-

tion out in front of the B-street
entrance to the Science-D building. ERE’s sediment transport
flume is a recreation of how flowing water affects sediment. They
need volunteers to help with the
demonstration. SWE will be helping the scouts earn a badge for
science and engineering.
SWE also tries to provide a social network for its members.
Beard said getting advice from
older SWE members has helped
her throughout the last four

years.
“I got informal advice on what
classes to take and not to take,”
said Beard.
SWE sponsors social events,
such as bowling for all ERE majors, who are often in the com-

puter labs working on projects
until well past midnight, to get a
break.
“It facilitates students meeting each other so they have help
when they need it,” said Rego.
SWE encourages men to join
the club and support the assimilation of women into engineering as well. To get involved with
SWE, or, like engineering graduate student Ted Kulongoski,
merely pay the yearly dues in support of national SWE. Contact

swe@humboldt.edu.
The club meets every Monday
at 8 a.m. in Science D room 23.

Patrick Brown can be reached at
pdbrownca@yahoo.com

Engineers go to El Salvador to help village
Robert Deane
Staff writer

The HSU

Engineers Without

Borders (HSU-EWB) led by pres-

ident and environmental resources engineering major Mauria Pappagallo, started its initial project
last summer in San Agustin, El
Salvador.
Pappagallo said HSU-EWB
chose San Agustin because it is
still recovering from a major 2001
earthquake which destroyed all
but three structures in the community. The people of San Agustin seemed optimistic when HSU
students arrived in their town.
“For the most part, people
were curious and friendly,’ said
36-year old, ERE major, Vernon
Bevan. “It seemed to me that they
were eager to improve their qual-

ity of life and willing to work hard

to meet their goals.”
The goal of HSU-EWB was to
develop a long-term relationship
with the community, and to perform an engineering site assessment to identify basic community

needs. The club also assisted in a
10-year revitalization plan for the

community of San Agustin.
Before the club could go to
El Salvador, they had to contact
LUX-Development, a group from
Luxembourg that is working with
the municipality of San Agustin in
the reconstruction effort, through
a USAID contact posted in E] Salvador. LUX-Development then
invited the club to El Salvador to
help compile the information for
the village municipality on the reconstruction.
During their two-week stay in
San Agustin the club’s site asses-

ment included collecting data on
the historical and current community demographics, evaluation
of the communities primary and
secondary water supply and distribution systems.
The club also did a study of San
Agustin's existing storm water regime, examination of current municipal solid waste generation and
disposal practices, assessment of
a central wastewater collection
and treatment system and a topographic survey of the town center
and other selected areas.
Pappagallo explained that the
final report was used by LUX-Development for the 10-year revitalization plan for San Agustin to
justify future USAID funding in
El Salvador. HSU-EWB plans on
being a part of that future.

see EL SALVADOR, pg. 29
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;
Courtesy of Engineers Without Borders

Heather Kuoppamaki, Ted Kulongoski, Elisa King, and
Tressie Word working hard last summer in El Salvador.
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EL SALVADOR: Students get work experience

Continued from pg.28
“Future collaboration with the
community of San Agustin is underway,’ said Pappagallo. “We are
currently waiting to receive a copy
of the final community master revitalization plan. This document
will include self-identified needs
of the community which we hope
to be involved in.”
With the club planning on returning to El Salvador, Pappagallo explained that the length of the
club’s stay will be determined by
the needs of the community. The
club will also do fundraising to
pay for the trip, something that
they did not have a chance to do
before their first visit.
They hope to stay for two more
weeks to better assess the community’s needs and learn more
about the culture which so far has
helped them gain valuable experience both as engineers.
“Personally it was an eye-opening experience that | will never forget,” said Pappagallo. “We
learned what it is like to work in a
different culture, how to work and
interact and collaborate between
non-government
organizations

while crossing language barriers
and learning that flexibility and
preparation are essential.”
Working in a different culture
proved gratifying to other members as well.
“I enjoyed the opportunity to
improve my Spanish and to get to
know the daily life of the people
of San Agustin,” said 36-year-old
environmental systems graduate
student Ted Kulongoski.
27-year-old ERE junior Michael Moore felt that seeing a
community in dire need was a
growth experience. Moore also
said he felt fortunate to connect
with members of the San Agustins’ community, being the only
member of HSU-EWB who spoke
fluent Spanish.
Club members also felt they
had gained a degree of professional experience from the trip.
“Professionally, I experienced
engineering in its fullest form,’
said 23-year-old ERE senior
Heather Kuoppamaki who will
be graduating from HSU after six
years. “At this level of engineering
it is not the latest technology that

you are worrying about.”
She said her main concern was
the appropriateness of the project,
and the local communities ability to carry out and maintain the
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Pappagallo
explained
that
with the chapter having just been
formed last year, it is still not an
official HSU club.
HSU-EWB is looking to recruit more students and not just
those who are engineering majors.

“We're looking for students interested in cross-cultural experiences and developing a teamwork
approach to problem solving,”
said Pappagallo. “Examples of students would be anthropologists,
scientists, historians, sociologists,
and students of all languages.”
Pappagallo, explained that developing self-sustainability _requires people of all backgrounds.
HSU-EWB can be reached at
humboldtewb@yahoo.com, and
they meet every Wednesday at 5
p.m. in Science D room 23.

Robert Deane can be reached at
rwd6@humboldt.edu

Attack of the rabid bats!

’ Go on-line to print your
_ registration status form-

/www.humboldt.edu

» Make an appointment with your
» Academic Advisor Now!

} Early a
begins
November 15th

. Class schedule is available on; line now!
, Class Schedules are on sal :
| the HSU Bookstore now!
>.

lethargy in an infected animal. It is transmitted
through saliva and “there's really little to worry

Tiffany Newton
Staff writer

about if people don’t touch [infected animals],” Sze-

During the past two weeks two bats found on
campus have tested positive for the rabies virus, according to a press release from the Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services.
Three HSU students found a sick bat lying on the
ground two weeks ago. They took the bat to Joe Szewczak, a bat expert and HSU biology professor, for
assistance. The bat was tested and found to be carrying the virus.
Szewczak said in a press release that the students
were not likely to have been “seriously exposed” to
the virus. “However, rabies is such an insidious, debilitating disease, and it can be difficult to diagnose
until it is too far along for effective treatment,” Szewczak said. “The students were given the post-expo-

wczak said in a press release.
Brent Whitener, a vector control officer with the
Humboldt Department of Health and Human Services, said that “ rabies is a contagious and fatal disease caused by a virus.” Whitener said rabies is “fatal
in all cases” but there are vaccinations that can help
humans who have been exposed
When an animal that may be infected bites you,
you will be given a series of injections. The first is
an 1,100-cubic-centimeter injection in the butt
of rabies immune globulin, which is the blood of
someone that has developed rabies antibodies. You
receive five more shots in your arm over a 30-day period. These trigger your own immune response, and
you will have about three years of protection from

sure vaccination series as a necessary precaution.”
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The Department of

World Languages and Cultures
invites

YOU

the virus.

Bats, skunks and even foxes are carriers of rabies. It is a virus that often causes paralysis or

The last fatal case of rabies in the state was reported in 2002. The man was from Coffee Creek in Trinity County. He refused medical attention and died a

ay, few weeks later.
,

Whitener said the unlike many other viruses,
Perabies can not be turned around without treatment,
4 and even then it persists.
Out of 87 animals tested in Humboldt County
last year, 17 were found to have the virus. This was
the highest number in all of California, and 43 people were given the post-exposure injection series last
year. This was an “anomaly,” Whitener said, “we typically get only two or three infected animals a year.”
There are two kinds of rabies in Humboldt county, Whitener said. The one carried by bats causes pa-

ralysis and the one carried by skunks is more akin to
what Old Yeller got in the famous Disney movie.
Report any unusual wild or feral animals to the
UPD at 826-3456, or the Department of Health and
human services at 445-6215.

Tifanny Newton can be reached at sunny_
Courtesy of Humboldt News Online

rose16@hotmail.com

ECUADOR
Spring 2005
k Spend this coming Spring Semester in Quito, Ecuador
and earn 18 units of Spanish Language and Culture
Thursday, November 4 at 5:00 p.m.
University Annex 127
Contact
Prof. Rosame!l S. Benavides-Garb
826-3159 or rsb1@humboldt.edu

Cultures Office 826-3226

Al
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Vox: Voice for Planned

Parenthood Weekly Meeting

Race, Class, Gender and the
Militarization of
the U.S/Mexico Border

The Depot, HSU
6 p.m., free
Meets every Thursday.

Public Field Trip to
Arcata Marsh

Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
10 a.m., free
Ashort film, “New World Border”

Queer Student Union Weekly
Meeting

Klopp Lake lot, foot of | St., Arcata
8:30 a.m., free
Bring binoculars and look for birds.
Trip held rain or shine. Presented by
Redwood Region Audubon Society.

American Association of

University Women

Green & Gold Room (FH), HSU

Darwin's Singular Achievement:
The Origin of Species

1 p.m., donations accepted

Founders Hall 118, HSU

Meets every Wednesday. Facilitated
by the Religious Studies Club.

7 p.m., free
A free public lecture by HSU
Professor Tom Jones.

Green & Gold Room (FH), HSU
11 a.m., free
Cindy Sutcliff will speak on the
research of domestic violence,
sexual assault and stalking. Call
768-3320 to get a brunch with a fee.

Steel Pulse w/ The Southland

Weekly Walk of Arcata Marsh

Thursday | 04
Zen Meditation
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
10 a.m., free
Meets every Thursday. Facilitated
by the Religious Studies Club.

Orchard Understory
raaines Workshop
CCAT, HSU
1 p.m., free
Learn about the benefits of
selecting and planting native
species to attract pollinating.

Archie Bunker's Neighborhood
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
2 p.m., free
Learn about the damages of
stereotyping in building a community.

Small Group Dialogue:
“Let's Talk About Change”
Jolly Giant Commons, HSU
5:30 p.m., free
Smail group dialogue in a safe
environment. Refreshments served.

Mathematics Colloquium
Siemens Hall 128, HSU

The Feast of Inspiration:
Celebrating Strong, Smart

Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU

and Bold Women

11 a.m., free
Explore the realities of “war on

crime” and “war on drugs.”

Crossing Boundaries
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU
12:30 p.m., free
A panel discussion about adoption

and foster care.

Coast. Raffles, food and live music.

Benefit for Forest Defense
Freshwater Grange,

Call 826-3551 for details.

6 p.m., $20 (sliding scale)
Dine and dance with Aporia, enjoy
performances by Madi & Ensemble,
Spoken Word and Super Helix. Call
825-6598 for details. Come early.

“Bend It Like Beckham”

Wives, Mika Miko w/ Swallows

Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
2 p.m., free
A film screening and a discussion.

The Placebo,
1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila
7 p.m., $7 ($5 members)
Also Winston Smith and The Sharp
Ease will perform.

Guided Tour of CCAT
CCAT, HSU
2 p.m., free

The History of Hate in America
Siemens Hall 108, HSU
3 p.m., free
The history of intolerance in
America. “The Shadow of Hate” and
“Not in Our Town” will be shown.

Late Drop

HSU Circus Club Slide Show
Green & Gold Room (FH), HSU
8 p.m., free
Featuring the Jammers League.

858 G St., Arcata
7 p.m., free
Old-school punk and surf.

Conjunto Alegre
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU
8 p.m., $5 (free w/ HSU ID)
Diverse music of Latin America
and the Caribbean.

Pre-colloquium tea at Library 56
at 3:30 p.m. “What's Going On In
There?” by HSU Computing Science
Professor Chip Dixon.

The Placebo,
1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila
7:30 p.m., $6 ($4 members)
High-energy indie band and a local
rock band.

Old Man Clemins
Muddy Waters,
1603 G St., Arcata
9 p.m., $3

MMM

ai

777 Casino Way, Blue Lake
10:30 p.m., free (21+)

Heavy funk by a brass band. A

Filipinos: Your Long Lost

shuttle buss available: Arcata Transit

Brown Brothers

Center 10 p.m., HSU library circle

Nelson Hall
noon, free

10:05 p.m.

East 106, HSU

Tuesday
| 09

A historical overview of PhilippineAmerican relations.

Friends For Life

International Education Week:
Opening Reception

Mega Adoption Event
Redwood Acres,
3750 Harris, Eureka
10 a.m., free
Meet the adoptable animals in our

Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
1p.m.,free
.
University President Richmond will
introduce the keynote speaker David
Hoffman from Internews. Followed by
“The World at a Glance: Students
Learning Abroad” presentations.

community seeking forever homes.

“Don’t worry...everything’s
gonna be all white”

Revolutionaries for Social

Goodwin Forum,
noon, free
A discussion of “whiteness” as a

Change
Nelson Hall East 106, HSU

2 p.m., free
Abrainstorming session about
learning to combat sociat injustice.

white people on a constant basis.

Multicultural Poetry Reading

“Regret to Inform”

Fishbowl (library 2F), HSU

Founders Hall 118, HSU
5 p.m., free
A screening of a film that explores the

political, social, cultural and human

force that impacts and influences

Pianist Deborah Clasquin will
present a mix of dance styles. Call

The ‘80s Show

Subtle w/ Frog Eyes

Expressions of Oppression

The Placebo,

535 5th St., Eureka
8 p.m., $.80 (21+)

1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila
7 p.m., $7 ($5 members)
Also DJ Thanksgiving Brown.

Klamath River Room (JGC), HSU
6 p.m., free
An artistic interpretation o
oppression.
:

Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU

8 p.m., $8 ($3 students/seniors)
826-3531 for details.

536 Night Club,

U.S. involvement in Vietnam through
the diverse voices of American and

Vietnamese women who lost family
members in the war.

$.80 beer and wine coolers.
Sete

Tap Dogs Rebooted
Van Duzer Theater, HSU

8 p.m., $45 ($35 w/ HSU ID)
Also performs on Sunday, Nov. 7.

Call 826-3928 for details.
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bX): events@humboldt.edu

Art’s Alive!: Clint Warner Band
Eureka
535 5th
8 p.m.,
Rockin’

eee

: To see your event listed in this calendar, e-mail the
; date, time, price, location and a short description :
: of the event to The Lumberjack by 5 p.m., Friday prior
to the event. Publication is not guaranteed.

2:

Theater,
St., Eureka
free
blues performance.

(707) 826-3271, Fax: (707) 826-5921

~b
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: Nelson Hall East, Humboldt State University
Arcata, California, 95521
oe

Funk, rock and psychedelic jams.

Monday 08

4:30 p.m., free
Featuring campus and community
writers - Barbara Brinson Curiel,
Daryl Ngee Chinn, Jerry Martien,
Shaunna McCovey, Marion Sherman,
Mark Shikuma and Dick Stull.

Dance Music of 20th Century

The Metro,

4 p.m., free

American Cancer Society
Discovery
Shop, 2942 F St., Eureka
6 p.m., free
Large selection
of kitchen gadgets,
cookbooks
and tableware.

6 p.m., $20
Benefits Girls Inc. of the Redwood

Freshwater-Kneeland Road, Eureka

Ancille wi The Dean

Kitchen
and Cookbook Sale

Bayside Grange,
2297 Jacoby Creek Road, Arcata

Rebirth Brass Band
Blue Lake Casino,

ee
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Van Duzer Theater, HSU
8 p.m., $25 ($20 children/seniors),
$15 w/HSU ID
Modern Tex-Mex fusion style
Conjunto and classic marimba.

sale and a delicious meal.
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Masters of Mexican Music

Come support the hungry in our

society and enjoy music, ceramics

Take No Prisoners: changing
the incarceration system

Presented by the Klamath Theatre
Project, a group of members
concerned about the salmon crisis.

o

diversity awareness program.

Make That Change!
Gist Hall 102, HSU
4 p.m., free
Learn to create a dance that opens
minds and bodies to each other.
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An interactive social justice and

Kate Buchanan Room, HSU
7 p.m., free

o
c

Friday | 05

Jolly Giant Commons, HSU
6 p.m., free

Salmon is Everything

@

Tunnel of Oppression

Sunday
| 07

Empty Bowls Fundraiser
Saint Mary’s Leavy Hall,
1730 Janes Road, Arcata
5:30 p.m., $10 ($7.50 students,
$5 children/seniorsy
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535 5th St., Eureka
8:30 p.m., free
Kamakazi karaoke with drink specials.

International Education Week starting Monday, Nov. 8.
For detailed schedule, visit www.humboldt.edu/iew.

e
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Karaoke wi Rich and Judy
MVP Sports Bar,

International Resources Committee celebrates

eo

Garden Planning
CCAT, HSU
2:30 p.m., free
Join Eddie Turner for a discussion
on creating a fruitful garden. Call
826-3551 for details.

HSU

o

$27.50 w/ HSU ID ($25 adv.)
A reggae band from Britain.

Interpretive Center,

South G St., Arcata
2 p.m., free
Hosted by Friends of the Arcata
Marsh. Call 826-2359 for details.
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Kate Buchanan Room, HSU
8:30 p.m., $30 ($27.50 adv.),
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Methods of Nonviolence
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
2 p.m., free
Aworkshop on nonviolence training
including videos on the history of
nonviolence.

www.humboldt.edu/iew
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

e

Kundalini Yoga

e

lass and gendered impacts of the
uthwest border strategy.

Multicultural Center, HSU
7 p.m., free
Meets every Thursday.
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LASSIFIE
For Sale Trek 21 1/2” racing
bike 18-speed ridden once $500
Frame backpack $25 Tennis/
racketball rackets $20 each.

Friendly Tutor, all subjects,
lasting results, low rates, on
campus or at home. Wisdom,
Discipline, Humor. Call Mark at

826-5624

442-1290

Mongoose Mountain Bike ($100)

The seew Feudal soa How
to Prosper in the Coming Age of
Poverty and Privilege.
www. businessspeaker.biz

students
staff

HumBoats Boating Center Sail,
Row, Kayak, Canoe. Water taxi
Tours of Humboldt Bay from
Woodley Island Marina.
www.humboats.com

faculty

707-444-3048

Univega Ital Road Bicycle. 14
Speed. Chromoly frame (medium) Mangalight fork. Shimano

eriac
Classifiéds K
edamame: edu
FAX:(707) 826-5921

Durst 35mm - 4x5 B+W Photoenlarger with 2 lenses and
complete darkroom equipment:
paper easle, ss film spools, tanks,
washers, trays, etc. everything
you could possibly need. A steal
of a deal. $300. 441-064.
2
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e-mail
ply7001@humboidt.edu
for info

Deadline is 5 p.m. every Friday.

Publication is not guaranteed

Campus & community members are invited

Luum ber) Jack
Classifieds
(TOT) 826-3259
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Intro to Massage, Nov. 7 & 14.

Learn a skill while you nurture
yourself! Pre-registration
required. Info, flier, registration:
CMT

Arcata. 822-9171.

at Humboldt State University
Activities to include...

@ Keynote speaker: David Hoffmann

$3

@ Panels, Lectures & Workshops:
Topics include Internationalizing the HSU Graduation
Pledge, Child Development in China, Making Global
Connections, and more.

444-8645.

@ Walk on the World interactive world map

AA on HSU Fridays & Sundays
7-8 p.m. Saturdays 11 a.m.-Noon

@ Study Abroad Fair
@ Live Music, Art Displays
®@ and more!

AL-ANON IN ARCATA

Visit the website: www.humboldt.edu/iew

Tuesdays (ACA) 7-8p.m.

for the most current schedule of events & activities.

Thursday 7:30-8:30p.m. Arcata
Methodist Bldg 11th St, Room 7
443-1419 Newcomers Welcome

$6

from Internews (introduced by President Richmond)

Narcotics Anonymous — for
meeting information call

SBSB 405 442-0711

Admission
is FREE!

DRAWING

Sponsored by the HSU International Resources Committee
\

ALWAYS
WEAR A LIFE JACKET

|

FUN

Oress the
prodigal son in

| fine clothes
Use

beautiful

colors and
patterns

Worruing Doesn t Prevent P regnancy,

Emergency Contraception Can.
Don’t beat yourself up when things don’t go according to
plan. You have up to 72 hours (3 days) after unprotected
intercourse to take the Emergency Contraceptive (EC)
pill. Now, you don’t even need a prescription
at some

pharmacies. Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood to find
out how to get EC in time.

rs

Birth control< HIV testing & counseling

Abortion

> Pregnancy testing

& counseling < Well-health exams
STD testing & treatment

www.EC-Help.org
www.not-2-late.com
www. ppeureka.org
Six Rivers Planned
2316 Harmison Avenue
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Eureka, CA 95501 (707) 442-5709 ~>.
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E-mail ply7001@humboldt.edu for additional information
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The Lumberjack Seeks A
Student Advertising
Representative. Position
begins January of 2005.
Candidate should have
excellent people and
communcation skills, experience
a plus. Must be enrolled in at
least 6 credits at Humboldt State.
Hours are flexible, but Fridays/
Mondays/Tuesdays are busiest.
Please call Sarah at 826-3259 or
stop by our office in Nelson Hall
East.

ie

(students, faculty, staff and +

\ |

Six Bedroom House, McK
$1,800 plus security. 822-8039.
Recently remodeled, open beam
ceiling, wood floors. Game room,
laundry, solarium. 8 min to
campus Online photos, floorplan,
dirctions:
RogersRentals.com/Housing

|

Publication is |
limited to 25 words.

November 8-10

822-0822, Sara Sunstein, MA,

Gentle holistic Chiropractic
care. Relief for sports, auto and
stress related injuries and
imbalances. Jan Dooley, D.C. and
Lorna Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St.,

sccctalanibersiliecphbeastIN

and Campangola components.
Continental Supersport tires. Gel
seal. Cycometeter. $75. 822-3640.
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EATERY
4 o'clock

Open for Lunch Thurs/Fri/Sat @ Noon
© Sunday @

MONDAY:

ELEPHANT

Open
© Ice Cream - Espresso ~ Desserts
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SUNDAY
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FOR $12
RAFFLE

KARAOKE

JOHNSON
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FORCE OF NATURE

Football Specials

Now Oren Tuurspay
For Luncu

Between 2nd and ard

2

PARTY

y
NEL

Old Town Eureka

secoby 6 Storehouse

LINCOLN

SUNDAY

215 F Street

RESULTS

Ee SOAS

FRIDAY
BUMP FOUNDATION

limit one per person

781 8th Street

ELECTION

WING NIGHT 2LBS.
PITCHER SPECIALS,

WEDNESDAY:

expires Nov. 21st, 2004

Arcata Plaza

TUESDAY:

Mic

|

sundae

NIGH I

®

1. $1.00 off °
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ur
a
m
o
us!
®
l
° brownie
tb
&

PINT

10am

806 10th Street Arcata « 826-BREW (2739)
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS « TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

OPEN

EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDA
YS
corner Sth & J, Arcata « 822-2228 reservations

